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How can we help?

Whether it’s a TL-2 or TL-3 attenuator,
your first question should always be:

IS IT MASH APPROVED?

With the Austroads Safety Barrier Assessment Panel (ASBAP) ‘Transition to MASH’
final transition date of 31st December 2020 looming large, there’s never
been a more important time for equipment purchasers to ask the
critical question: “Is it MASH Approved?”.
When it comes to Scorpion® TMA’s, the answer is a NOT
resounding YES – for BOTH TL-2 and TL-3 attenuator.

CONFIRMED

In fact, the Scorpion II® Metro MASH TL-2 TMA is not only
THE FIRST TL-2 TMA to be fully tested and approved to the
latest MASH Standards, it is currently THE ONLY TL-2 Truck
Mounted Attenuator to be successfully TESTED, PASSED &
ELIGIBLE to the current MASH Standards.
So, whether it’s TL-2 or TL-3, when
it comes to selecting a fully MASH
tested, passed and eligible TMA
that has also been ASSESSED,
APPROVED & RECOMMENDED
FOR ACCEPTANCE throughout
Australia by ASBAP, the only name
you need to remember is
Scorpion® from A1 Roadlines.

THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED – THE SERVICE YOU EXPECT
A1 Roadlines Pty Ltd | 89 Rushdale Street, Knoxfield, Victoria 3180 | www.a1roadlines.com.au
P: 1300 217 623 (A1ROAD) | E: sales@a1roadlines.com.au

TMAA PRESIDENT’S REPORT
STEPHEN O’DWYER

Welcome to our third edition for 2020. I trust you
are all well in what has been an interesting and
challenging time. The COVID19 crisis continues to
land differently for all businesses. However, I have
received encouraging feedback that most of our
members have been fortunate enough to work
through this crisis.
Even with the crisis ever present, TMAA has been
working hard in the background on a number
of very important initiatives including the new
Austroads training and company prequalification
frameworks. Both documents were released
for public comment over the past month. The
Association has provided feedback on behalf of our
members. Thank you to those who participated in
the working groups and others that have provided
feedback to be included in our response. Geoff
Allan, the newly appointed CEO of Austroads
was gracious in hearing our request for more
industry involvement now that the frameworks have
been released and broader feedback has been
submitted. I am confident that as an industry, we
will be heavily consulted as the process continues.
I also request that all industry participants take the
time to familiarise themselves with the frameworks
and understand how they may affect your business.
I was recently invited by Main Roads WA to present
at The Road Planned Interventions Unit, two online
industry webinars in August. The one-hour sessions
covered a range of temporary traffic management
topics, with questions at the end of each segment.
Up to 150 Traffic Management Planners, Roadworks
Traffic Managers, Road Authority representatives
and Training Providers were in attendance. Thank
you to Clint Cooper of MRWA for including TMAA
as part of this initiative.

Webinar topics included:
• Austroads Guide to Temporary Traffic Management - Update
• Main Roads Traffic Management Company Registration Scheme
– Update
• Temporary Traffic Management – Traffic signal approval policy Awareness Session
• Road Planned Interventions – What we do
• A Traffic Management Update from the TMAA
Work has continued with the Roads Australia Road Worker Safety
Working Group which met in early August via Video Conference.
The Working Group now has a solid agenda including working with
key stakeholders on current procurement of traffic management
and our industry image and profile. With both Government
and key buyers of traffic management as part of this group, the
opportunity for boots on the ground conversation opens the door
to real change.
Now it’s time to turn our minds and efforts to the infrastructure
pipeline and the incredible range of projects that are likely to
come to market in the near future. Recent announcements from
both Federal and State Governments have provided significant
guidance on fast tracking of shovel ready projects and we will
provide updates as they come to hand. I have been advised that
there are a number of studies currently underway to provide
insight as to where the current skill gaps are, and where the
workforce will come from. TMAA will share these as the results are
known.
In these challenging times, I wish you all continued success
and best wishes. Thank you for your continued support of the
Association. Rest assured, there is a dedicated team of industry
champions continuing to work hard on your behalf. Please stay
safe.
Stephen O’Dwyer
TMAA President

Recent infrastructure breakfast hosted by TMAA in Perth
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Looking after
people’s futures
since 1931

Equip is a proud partner and preferred super fund of the TMAA
Why choose Equip as your default super fund?

History of
strong
returns

Profit to
member
industry fund

Competitive
fees

Member
benefits &
discounts

Equip delivered a Top Ten result for the 2019/20 financial year.
Our Balanced Growth option returned members 1.7% for the year,
while the industry median has been a loss of -0.5%*
Visit equipsuper.com.au or call
1800 682 626 to find out more.

Togethr Trustees Pty Ltd ABN 64 006 964 049, AFSL 246383, Togethr is the trustee of the Equipsuper Superannuation Fund ABN 33 813 823 017. This is general information only and does not
take into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs and therefore should not be taken as personal advice. You should consider whether this information is appropriate to
your personal circumstances before acting on it and, if necessary, you should also seek professional financial advice. Past performance is not an indication of future performance.
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* Based on the median fund in the SuperRatings SR Balanced Option All Fund Survey

EQ038 100820

How has your
super fund
performed?
2020 has turned long held assumptions about the global
economy on their head.
The coronavirus pandemic has grounded international
travel, seen record unemployment and taken investment
markets on a wild rollercoaster ride.
Markets fell significantly and very quickly as the
coronavirus pandemic hit global markets back in March.
Despite the initial panic, we’ve seen significant rebounds
since then. While markets are still a bit lower than their
record highs in February, they’re back to late 2019
numbers.

ANNA SHELLEY
Equipsuper’s Chief Investment Officer,

“We are very pleased to achieve these results,
supporting our members’ retirement outcomes. Of
course, investment is a long-term game and the key is
consistently strong results over many years.”
Equip’s Chief Executive, Scott Cameron, said managing
both risk and opportunities to grow members’ wealth is
essential as people seek to chase returns.
“Equip’s focus and strategy for long-term growth is to
deliver competitive fees and performance under the
stewardship of the fund, during both difficult and more
optimistic times.”

EQUIP BEATS CORONAVIRUS DOWNTURN

LOOKING FORWARD

Equip Balanced Growth members captured a positive
return in the 12 months to 30 June.

While the positive returns provide a silver lining for
members, there’s still a lot of uncertainty in the market as
coronavirus numbers continue to spike.

In a financial year end that saw COVID-19 market jitters
push a large number of super funds into negative
territory, Equip stands out for capturing a positive 1.7%
return and a high 8.3% per annum for members invested
in the option over the past 10 years.
Equip’s Chief Investment Officer, Anna Shelley, said
the fund’s investment team and its advisers are closely
watching the markets and resetting strategies as market
conditions change.
“Equip is doing all it can to ride through these adverse
market movements and to make sure that our members’
retirement savings are poised for long-term growth
as markets and economies reset and recover from the
pandemic,” she said.
“Equip’s diversified options invest funds across a range
of different assets to try to reduce the risk of losses when
equity markets face unprecedented volatility as they did
in March. Equip’s Balanced Growth option has a strong,
long-term track record of delivering for members,
particularly in tough times.”
“As markets bottomed through March, we steadily
bought $1 billion of equities and after markets had
recovered substantially, we steadily sold $1 billion of
equities. We try to take the emotion out of investing, and
take many small, conservative actions to add as much as
possible to our members’ retirement savings.”
Anna Shelley said the team at Equip were proud of this
financial year’s returns.

Shelley said Equip’s investment team and its advisers are
closely watching the markets and resetting strategies as
market conditions change.
“Equip is doing all it can to ride through these adverse
market movements and to make sure that our members’
retirement savings are poised for long-term growth
as markets and economies reset and recover from the
pandemic,” she said.
“Equip’s diversified options invest funds across a range
of different assets to try to reduce the risk of losses when
equity markets face unprecedented volatility as they did
in March. Equip’s Balanced Growth option has a strong,
long-term track record of delivering for members,
particularly in tough times.”
So, how has your superfund performed?
Equip is a proud partner and preferred super fund of the
TMAA. As a profit-to-member fund with a wide range
of investment options and insurance cover, as well as a
history of strong returns and competitive fees, we help
your employees make the most of their super.
Equip. Super fair and square.

Talk to us today…
Steve Rozic (QLD, NSW, ACT, Vic & Tas)
P 0488 988 072 | E srozic@equipsuper.com.au
James Harvey (WA, SA and NT)
P 0488 988 074 | E jharvey@equipsuper.com.au

Togethr Trustees Pty Ltd ABN 64 006 964 049, AFSL 246383, Togethr is the trustee of
the Equipsuper Superannuation Fund ABN 33 813 823 017. This is general information
only and does not take into account your personal objectives, financial situation or
needs and therefore should not be taken as personal advice. You should consider
whether this information is appropriate to your personal circumstances before
acting on it and, if necessary, you should also seek professional financial advice. Past
performance is not an indication of future performance.
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LARGE FLEET DISCOUNTS*
ON THE D-MAX & MU-X RANGE
We are pleased to extend this special offer to all
TMAA Members.
Simply download a copy of this flyer from the TMAA website
(members only) and present it along with your current TMAA
membership certificate at any Isuzu UTE Dealer.
Find your nearest Isuzu UTE Dealership at

www.isuzuute.com.au/find-a-dealer

*Offer is only applicable on new Isuzu 21MY D-MAX & 19MY MU-X purchases, excludes demonstrator vehicles & is not available in conjunction with any other offers. Offer only applicable to current TMAA Members. Proof of membership must be provided to your Isuzu UTE Dealer prior to the vehicle purchase. Isuzu UTE Australia reserves the right to verify all claims. Offer valid until the 31/12/2020. ^6 years/150,000km
(whichever occurs first), for Isuzu UTE Vehicles with a Warranty Start Date on or after 1/1/19. Excludes trays & accessories. <The Roadside Assistance Program (“RSA Program”) provides Coverage to RSA Eligible
Vehicles with a Warranty Start Date on or after 1/9/20 for a maximum of 7 years (unlimited kilometres). Initial 13 months Coverage provided from the Warranty Start Date. The Coverage will be reset for another
13 months from each date that a Participating Isuzu UTE Dealer conducts a Scheduled Service on the vehicle. For full terms & conditions visit isuzuute.com.au/roadside-assistance-disclaimer. >The Capped Price
Servicing Program (“CPS Program”) applies to CPS Eligible Vehicles at Participating Isuzu UTE Dealers only. For 19MY & later vehicle models, the Capped Price Servicing covers the first 7 Scheduled Services for up
to 7 years/105,000km (whichever occurs first). CPS Program is subject to change. For full terms & conditions, current pricing & model eligibility visit isuzuute.com.au/service-plus-disclaimer.

TMAA EXECUTIVE OFFICER UPDATE
LOUISE VAN RISTELL

Tour de force
The TMAA’s significance during the past six months
cannot be understated. The industry’s tour de force
has been achieving the goal of keeping the public, and
workers, safe in a vast array of sectors. Meanwhile, the
TMAA internally has continued to communicate with
members, associates, stakeholders and government via
information technology, and more recently, sold out face
to face events featuring Ministerial and senior government
sector speakers. We can lend our voice now to a wide
range of additional industries previously not considered
traffic management portfolio.
Our keynotes, Minister David Pisoni (SA), Minister Michael
Ferguson (TAS), along with Direcctor-General of TMR and
Austroads Chair, Neil Scales (QLD) and Chair Infrastructure,
John Langoulant (WA), echo the sentiments of Deputy
Prime Minister Michael McCormack that the economic
recovery will be led by infrastructure works. We have
become the eponymous heroes of COVID. Deputy Prime
Minister Michael McCormack and Assistant Minister for
Road Safety Scott Buchholz, have been vocal in their
support for our industry and demand safety be a prime
focus.
To that end, their Office of Road Safety catapulted our
Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign into the national
spotlight. The campaign airs again in September and
November (National Road Safety Week and World Day of
Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims 2020). I urge you to
share the safety campaign message via your businesses
and social media. I have included them here for you and
reinforce the need to show them as the story unfolds in
sequence:
Your Speed is Our Safety – Videos

PART 1

PART 2

In addition to the Safety Campaign project, the TMAA
has undertaken to advise and feedback to Austroads
regarding two items that are integral to our ability to lead
the recovery – training and pre-qualification. Only this
week our national volunteer working group, led by Dr Dan
Sullivan, prepared a detailed submission towards this end.
We sit squarely at the head tables on committees across
the country, proffering solutions for best practice by
business and industry.
This year, ARRB, under advisement from TMAA, led the
first ever industry data survey. Statistics and research
provide immeasurable assistance to government when
planning infrastructure and safety on projects. TMAA
supports ARRB in the launch of this initial data collection
project, and have endorsed this as an annual requirement.
ARRB has provided a data summary which is available on
request.
As the end of a tumultuous 2020 approaches, TMAA
will celebrate its members’ success stories of safety and
excellence with the finalist events for TCOY in December
(each Division). Nominations for this excellence award
close 31 October, 2020. Your business is defined by
your traffic controllers, reward them with a nomination.
Nominate here.
Throughout 2020, I have sought to preamble industry
changes and operations as part of the COVID expansion
of traffic management. This will continue as my priority.
Stay safe.
Louise Van Ristell
TMAA Executive Officer

PART 3
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SAFETY COMES
STANDARD.
THAT’S ANOTHER HINO

Assuring safety on the roads... It’s your No. 1 priority and ours. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab includes the most comprehensive

XAVIER_HINO37170

active safety package of any Japanese medium duty truck. In addition to Vehicle Stability Control and Reverse Camera, the
Hino 500 Series Wide Cab safety package includes ABS, traction control, UN ECE R29-rated cab strength (single cab),
SRS driver airbag, ADR84/00 Front Underrun Protection (FUP), Easy Start, Cruise Control and more. With an expanded
transmission range offering a 6-speed, fuel efficient, Allison automatic transmission, with a push button shift selector – and
a range of manual variants. The Hino 500 Series Wide Cab is as comfortable and stylish to drive as it is innovative and
technologically advanced. Plus, as an additional extra you have the option to take visibility to the next level with up to
4 Reverse and Side cameras. Visit hino.com.au for more information.
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Traffic managers
playing a vital role in
our recovery
Minister Michael McCormack
Michael McCormack is Deputy Prime
Minister, Nationals’ Leader and Minister
for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional
Development. He is also the Nationals’
Member for Riverina in regional NSW

A

s we ramp up road construction projects over the
coming months, the effective and efficient management
of road construction sites will be more important than ever
to ensuring the safety of drivers, workers and pedestrians.
The traffic management and traffic control industry have a
vital role to play in the successful delivery of our record $100
billion infrastructure pipeline. From construction to repair to
emergency management, traffic managers are essential to
our economic recovery after the COVID-19 pandemic.
To get our economy and our nation back on track we
need people in jobs and our industries open and ready for
business. In short, we need to keep building.
Our Government has worked quickly and decisively to invest
more on infrastructure projects to keep our construction and
manufacturing sectors continue running, creating thousands
of jobs across Australia.
Throughout we have focused our efforts on getting the
balance right — between supporting our industries,
communities and economy through our record $100 billion
infrastructure pipeline and prioritising the safety of our
workers, our drivers and our community.
Our new $500 million road safety package as well as our
$500 million Local Roads and Community Infrastructure
Program (LRCI) initiatives have road safety embedded.
Rumble strips, shoulder sealing, safety barriers, new signage,
lighting, bridges, heavy vehicle rest areas, upgraded cycling
and pedestrian pathways or road and path maintenance all
have the potential to be funded under these initiatives — all
projects designed to keep Australians safe.
The response from local councils around Australia has
been positive and swift. As at early August nearly 1450
projects have been nominated for funding under the LRCI. A
significant proportion of these focused on road projects. At
that time, we had already approved $32.5 million in funding
to some 141 projects.
We are relying on local councils to get these projects up and
running. They are relying on professional traffic managers to
keep workers and communities safe during construction.
It can be easy to forget that whenever you pass roadworks
and find yourself safely and efficiently guided through
or around a worksite, that this is the result of hours of

meticulous and careful planning by traffic managers to keep
drivers, workers and pedestrians safe.
As more and more shovels hit the dirt, the importance of
good traffic management in safeguarding the community
and raising awareness around driver behaviour will only
increase.
Our Government invested $200,000 to support the
highly successful and powerful ‘Your Speed is Our Safety’
campaign being run by the Traffic Management Association
of Australia (TMAA). The three-part national television and
social media advertising campaign builds awareness and
understanding of the impact of unsafe driving and speeding
on road workers as an important reminder for drivers that
just one bad decision on our roads can have grave and farreaching consequences for ourselves and for other people.
As Deputy Prime Minister in a Government which is dealing
with a global health threat, our priorities are clear. Our
immediate focus is on protecting lives and livelihoods,
but we are also mindful of the sort of Australia we want to
see on the other side of this pandemic. I want to see an
Australia where road safety is a given, so my Government
is continuing to lead the development of the next National
Road Safety Strategy in conjunction with states, territories
and local government.
The Strategy will set the direction of our road safety focus
for the next decade with vision zero as a long-term objective
— because one death or accident on our roads is one too
many.
The Office of Road Safety within my Department has
commenced consultation on the early development of the
Strategy. I appreciate the views put forward by TMAA as
we work towards our shared goal of zero fatal and serious
injuries caused by road crashes.
It is vital that the national investment in road safety is not
splash and dash — we need government, industry and the
community from all levels to come to together to make the
strategic decisions to ensure the safety of all people on our
road network into the future.
As the development of the Strategy continues and our
infrastructure pipeline is rolled-out across the nation, the
TMAA will have an essential role in shaping and supporting
a stronger, safer Australia for decades to come.
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My Rewards
is proud to be a
partner with
the TMAA providing
members a great
range of benefits
Essentials
Entertainment
Gift Cards
Online Shopping

G02, 181 St Kilda Road, St Kilda VIC 3182
1300 857 787
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YOUR SPEED

IS OUR SAFETY

Your Speed is Our Safety – Videos

DURING COVID 19
AND BEYOND

The Your Speed is Our Safety Campaign funded by the
Office of Road Safety, is airing across the country right
now. Please share our social media links and the videos
with your colleagues and stakeholders to promote the
safety, and slow down message.

PART 1 youtu.be/QLwXOtrMsCg

Too often our sites are overcome with speeding
motorists and the vision for this set of advertisements
is to be a recognisable story in the minds of motorists
to ‘slow down’.
Please share them as a story set in order.
Spread the safety message

PART 2 youtu.be/0WGSBA4L0W4

Brought to you by the
Australian Government’s
Office of Road Safety

PART 3 youtu.be/4yzklYJ1p4M

For more information contact TMAA on 1300 798 772 or visit www.tmaa.asn.au
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Your Business Improvement SPECIALISTS

u

100% Australian owned and operated since 1975

u

In-house Software Project Engineering & Management

u

Immediate Access to Ownership Team

u

24 hour IT help desk

u

In-house IT & Infrastructure Team

u

State Based Warehousing for Hardware

CONRAD DEWEY
12

u

PHONE: 07 3858 1475

u

WEBSITE: www.rbcgroup.com.au

AM Scott Buchholz

TRAFFIC MANAGERS
IN DEMAND AS ROAD
PROJECTS INCREASE
It is over a year since I took up the role of Assistant Minister
for Road Safety and Freight Transport in the Morrison
Government and for nearly half of that time the world has
been grappling with COVID-19.
This has challenged us all and, as a former transport
operator myself, I am very aware of the effects of the
pandemic on the roads as a workplace. Both those who
are keeping our freight moving during this difficult time
and those who are managing traffic around emergency
situations and road improvements.
For the TMAA workforce, protecting the public is just part
of what you do.
As traffic managers and civil workers you have also shown
your ability to be flexible and reliable in protecting
professional drivers and road workers day in, day out,
during this challenging time. I want to acknowledge
this contribution up front and thank you for your
professionalism in doing so.
In the coming months, you will have an increasing role
as the number of local road projects ramp up across our
communities. Funding smaller road projects which can start
quickly is one way in which the Australian Government can
stimulate the economy.
The Morrison Government is doing this through a mixture
of established, ongoing programs like the Black Spot
program and new once-off programs like the Local Roads
and Community Infrastructure Program, which is funding
‘shovel ready’ projects through local Councils.
In just the past few months, I’ve had the pleasure of
announcing some of the projects we are funding, like
our commitment to improve twenty-four crash sites on
Tasmanian roads over the next twelve months. These
sites have seen a total of 47 crashes causing injuries and,
sadly, one fatality over the past five years and our financial
support will see them fixed.
Similarly, we are investing in improvements to six black spot
sites in the Northern Territory. The Black Spot program
has stood the test of time. The Bureau of Infrastructure,
Transport and Regional Economics has found that, on
average, Black Spot projects reduce the number of crashes
causing death and injury by 30 per cent.
With an increase in local road funding this year I think it is
reasonable to expect an increased demand for professional
traffic managers.
However, we all know that this expertise is not enough, in
and of itself, to guarantee safety around road works. Safety
also involves responsible drivers, as the TMAA’s successful
television and social media campaign “Your Speed is our
Safety” has outlined.

The safety of road workers and traffic managers depends
on road users doing the right thing, adhering to speed
limits at work sites and driving safely.
Further educating road users is essential in promoting site
safety to the general public, as TMAA’s “Know the Signs”
campaign also aims to do. Work-related road trauma
affects many thousands of people each year and there are
grave, personal impacts for those involved.
The statistics tell a sobering story. There were 1189 people
killed in road-related deaths in 2019 – that’s over three per
day.
Vehicle use in road traffic is the most significant contributor
to workplace traumatic injury in Australia and I know the
traffic management industry is particularly vulnerable to
road trauma.
In terms of what we need to do to improve road safety
for road workers, lowering travel speed and achieving
compliance with the lower speed is an obvious factor.
We also need to maintain visibility on site and ensure all
workers are inducted to the risks of working on the road.
Whether it is rural and regional roads, highways, local
roads, driveways or work sites, traffic management workers,
pedestrians, motorcyclists and bike riders are all vulnerable
to vehicles within their surrounds on a narrowed travel lane.
The management of vehicle speeds around road workers
is critically important to delivering safer outcomes and I
applaud the positive messaging in your campaign. I know
there is also a demand for active policing of breaches of
the safe passing distance and speed limits, if we are to
keep drivers focused on their responsibilities.
Several jurisdictions and a range of local councils have
expanded their application of lower speed limits in urban
areas where significant pedestrian and cycling activity
is present to address this issue. The benefits of such
measures would be equally applicable to traffic managers
and road workers, as the TMAA has made plain in their
public advocacy. It is just common sense that lower speeds
save lives.
On behalf of the Australian Government, thank you
again for your work every day in improving our transport
infrastructure and keeping our communities, and
yourselves, safe.
The Hon. Scott Buchholz MP
Federal Member for Wright
Assistant Minister for Road Safety and Freight
Transport
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FOR A WIDE RANGE
OF TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT
KH1888_1119
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From day to night, during road
works or in times of crisis, the
safety of pedestrians and drivers
on the road is paramount.

SIGNS
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BARRIERS

TWO WAY RADIOS

ROAD PLATES

LIGHTING

Visit kennards.com.au
or call 135 135 to speak
to an expert.

KH1986_0520

ELECTRONIC BOARDS

With a wide range of traffic
equipment from boards to
bollards, ramps to road plates,
lighting to power, you can
count on Kennards Hire to
provide you with reliable
equipment to keep the roads
safe with contactless service
and reliable equipment.

135 135 kennards.com.au

Traffic
Management
Solutions and
Service You Can
Count On
K

ennards Hire’s specialist Traffic branches offer more
than just equipment. Branch staff have a wealth of
industry knowledge and experience, which means they can
offer insightful advice and superior service.
Whether it’s programmable VMS messaging and arrow
boards, barriers, self-powered light towers and traffic
signals, or a simple safety cone, Kennards Hire can provide
the right solution to meet your traffic management
challenges.
With an expansive branch network and 24/7 back-up, you
can count on us whenever, wherever and for whatever
situation comes your way.

24/7 BACK-UP FOR WHEN SOMETHING GOES
WRONG
Stephen Hand, Branch Manager of Traffic in Balcatta, WA,
points out that an after-hours phone is monitored around
the clock.
“It’s not unusual for us to come in at any hour, day or night,
to put a solution together for a customer,” he says.
“For example, we’ve mobilised emergency lighting towers
and message boards to help direct traffic during bushfires
and rough weather.”
Although the core business at Balcatta is traffic
management in hire equipment, there’s some crossover into
construction and other areas - Kennards Hire specialises in
niche solutions as well as general hire.
“Message boards are definitely a frequent hire, we’ve been
using plenty of them on the freeway and roadworks in the
local area,” Stephen says.
“The VMS messages boards can be remotely programmed,

so we can either program them for our customers, or the
customers can do it themselves. We also use a lot of truckmounted attenuators.”
Other customers include Traffic Management as well as civil
construction companies, which often hire portable traffic
lights and other equipment to keep project on schedule.

RELIABLE SERVICE AND SAFETY TO STAY ON
TRACK
Kennards Hire Traffic branches provide 24/7 call-out
services, and after every hire each piece of equipment is
serviced and cleaned to reduce downtime and increase
project efficiency.
In-branch contactless service helps reduce the risk of
COVID-19 community transmission. After customers book
online or over the phone, the Traffic team will load up the
equipment while the customer remains in their vehicle. And
if there’s a change of site location after hiring, equipment
can be returned at any branch within 50km of where a
customer picked it up.
Equipment can also be delivered through a contactless
service on-site — Traffic’s maintenance schedule means
it’s ready to roll as soon as it arrives. User manuals, service
history, risk assessments and videos are stored in our
Equipment Resource Hub, and can be accessed easily by
scanning the item’s QR code.

For more on how Kennards Hire can support
your project, whenever, wherever and for
whatever, head to our website and find your
nearest Traffic branch.
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TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
OF THE YEAR 2019

UPDATE

April Colley
My role of Traffic Manager on the Kwinana Freeway
Widening Project is in its final few weeks. Three or more
freeway lanes over the 8km long project and 7km of new
Principal Shared Pathway (PSP) have been opened. We
successfully executed a freeway closure to complete bulk
finishing works such as permanent line marking, permanent
sign, road safety barrier end treatment and vehicle detection
station (VDS) installations. There were a lot of complex
designs, traffic guidance schemes, night shifts, day shifts,
weekend shifts, suitability audits and working closely with
site supervisors to effectively finalise works in the final
project stage. The Minister for Transport, Rita Saffioti
attended site once all lanes of traffic were opened.
My main man Fred (Altus Traffic Controller on site full
time) will be delighted to finally retire and travel around
Australia. I wouldn’t let him retire before the project was
finished because he was an essential member of the team,
who contributed above and beyond his traffic controller
responsibilities. Everybody on the project enjoyed working
with Fred. Hopefully he will miss the chaos of the project
and come back after he’s travelled Australia. Until then, we
have our new office pet Kasper in the office to cheer us up.
Once I have fully completed works on this project, I will be
commencing a new job as Project Engineer on upcoming
Main Roads Western Australia Major Road projects. Altus
Traffic has been a great launch pad in my career and have
offered me both personal and professional growth beyond
what I ever expected. I will be combining the knowledge
I have gained over the years with Altus Traffic with my
engineering degree in the aim to broaden my horizons
and develop a more comprehensive skillset for working in
construction. My time on the project over the past year has
reinforced my drive and ambition to be a part of more of
Perth’s major projects.
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I am eager to become established in a new project;
incorporating the design, planning and execution across all
aspects of the project. My goal is to have a vast knowledge
and on site experience of both construction and traffic
management which will ultimately support my professional
trajectory in becoming a Road Traffic Manager.

TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
OF THE YEAR AWARD

2020

Nominate now!

The Traffic Controller of the Year awards are an opportunity for the industry to
recognise the great work traffic controllers do across the country every day. Their
contribution to the industry is something they can be very proud of. Kennards is
delighted to sponsor this important award and we wish all nominees good luck.”
KENNARDS HIRE.

T
 RAFFIC CONTROLLER OF THE YEAR
AWARDS GUIDELINES FOR 2020

Purpose of the Awards

Finalist Video Submissions

The Traffic Management Association of Australia (TMAA)
seeks to continually promote and improve conditions
for Traffic Controllers. Through the Traffic Controller of
the Year Award (TCOY); the TMAA strives to identify
the outstanding work performance of Traffic Control
Employees, across a broad range of competencies.

•

The videos are only required of the finalists from each
state

•

Videos will be at the nominating companies expense

•

Production can be amateur or professional

•

The Award provides a platform for the traffic control
industry to identify and exhibit the commitment and
performance of their controllers for recognition across the
wider industry and community.

Videos must be 1-2 minutes. Footage longer than 2
minutes will not be considered or shown

•

Videos will be reviewed by the judging panel before
final decisions are made of the winning entry

•

Videos will be shown at the Annual Conference / Gala
Dinner and also on the TMAA and sponsors social
media channels

Traffic Control companies can nominate as many entries
as they like. As a minimum, the employee must meet the
criteria and have been employed as a Traffic Controller for
a minimum of 6 months.

•

The TMAA encourages companies to get creative
and ensure signage and/or vehicles are visible in the
background

Member companies can select traffic controller nominees
any way they choose. A suggestion could be to hold their
own internal competition each month and the monthly
winner submitted as the nominee for the national judging.
Alternatively, nominees could be suggested by colleagues,
by clients or principal contractors.

Visit www.tmaa.asn.au and click the TCOY Awards slide bar
to access the nomination information and forms online.
•
February 2020 Nominations open.
•
October 2020 Nominations close.
•
December 2020 Finalist Announced.
•
June 2021 Conference & Gala Awards TCOY Winner Announced.

Who to nominate

Key Dates 2020/2021

CLICK HERE FOR NOMINATION FORMS
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FINANCE FOR GROWTH.
AND THEN SOME.

Moneytech Finance is proud to work with
the TMAA
The TMAA and Moneytech are pleased to announce a referral agreement to assist
TMAA members with their Debtor Finance requirements.
Moneytech has been helping companies in the Traffic Management industry
with their Debtor Finance lending requirements since 2010.
An exclusive offer to all TMAA members**
• Moneytech will conditionally approve Debtor Finance limits up to $500,000
• Competitive interest rates below 10%
• Access to the Moneytech Exchange online portal
• Debtor Finance limits up to $20m is available to approved applicants

How does Moneytech Finance help?

Listen to your
needs & tailor a
solution to suit

Help you take
back control of
your finances

Assist you in
achieving your
business goals

1300 858 904

moneytech.com.au
**Moneytech Finance Pty. Limited (ABN 75 112 110 906) is a subsidiary of Moneytech Group Limited. This offer does not constitute financial
advice but is general in nature. Any advice given does not take into account your financial objectives, situation or needs. Please seek independent
professional advice when deciding if this product is appropriate for you. Your application is subject to Moneytech Finance’s lending criteria, terms
and conditions and will attract fees. Rates and lending limits stated here are subject to change without notice. Please contact Moneytech Finance
for more information.
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TMAA QLD CHAIR’S REPORT
PAUL KELLY

It is a privilege to be Chair again for the TMAA QLD
Division. The tenacity and commitment of our members
and associates drives this industry community’s
collaboration and investment with our road authority,
Ministers and clients alike.
To exemplify our work, in the last quarter, we have
formed a sub-committee with key expertise to direct
the implementation changes and comparisons from the
MUTCD to the AGTTM (due to come into effect January 1,
2021 for voluntary implementation and as mandatory by 1
July 2021). This group meets weekly via Zoom to highlight
a segment of this overview. Final result will be presented
at the TMAA QLD November event.
Secondly, we have had the privilege of engaging DirectorGeneral of Transport and Main Roads and Chair of the
Austroads Board, Neil Scales, to present an industry and
Austroads update to a wider audience of infrastructure
and roads stakeholders and our members and associates
during September. Neil’s collaboration with the TMAA
continues to strengthen, and we thank him and his team
for this ongoing support. A video of Neil’s (sold out)
breakfast presentation will be available via our members
section of the website only.

Finally, to highlight our external relationships further,
we were invited to participate in the official launch of
Queensland Road Safety Week, with Minister Mark Bailey.
My thanks to our Vice Chair John Cassel for representing
us (pictured below). As well, I cannot undermine the
existing working committees and sub-committees
who form the backbone of the TMAA QLD family, with
continued involvement with TMIAG, TMIPG, QPS, TMR,
AAPA and CCF.
Again, I thank you for the opportunity to work with this
dynamic Division.
Paul Kelly
TMAA QLD Chair

Thirdly, we have led the way in developing and delivering
Generic TGS workshops for Brisbane and Townsville
(October) as part of our member, associate and
stakeholder relationship building and collaboration. These
workshops are the beginning of extensive education for
our members and we are working to take these nationally
across the next year.
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Queensland on track
to unite and recover
Mark Bailiey
Qld Minister for
Transport & Main Roads
Work on major transport infrastructure projects across
Queensland has showed no signs of slowing.

Transport and Roads Investment Program (QTRIP) which
continues to be rolled out across the state,’’ Mr Bailey said

Transport and Main Roads Minister Mark Bailey said global
economies had been hard-hit by COVID-19, and both
Australia and Queensland had not been immune.

‘’We are continuing to deliver key transport and roads
infrastructure projects across state as part of the record
$23 billion program, which will drive 21,500 jobs.

‘’We are the most decentralised state in Australia, and
our 33,369km of roads and transport drive our economy,
regional prosperity and jobs,’’ Mr Bailey said.

‘’With such a challenging start to the year, our record
program is ensuring a pipeline of construction and
maintenance jobs continue into the future.’’

‘’In true Queensland spirit, our community has rallied and
thanks to our health response so far, we have been able to
continue delivering Queensland’s economic recovery plan
‘Unite and Recover for Queensland Jobs’.

Mr Bailey said investing in Queensland infrastructure meant
Queensland jobs in local communities.

Mr Bailey said a cornerstone of the plan was the Palaszczuk
Government’s recently announced $1 billion worth of
roads projects was part of its COVID economic recovery
response.
‘’This will be delivered in addition to the Queensland
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‘’The Palaszczuk Government has collaborated with the
Australian Government to deliver this important stimulus
package,’’ he said.
‘’This $1 billion investment for new upgrades right across
Queensland will support about 1,000 direct jobs and will
deliver freight efficiency benefits, improve road safety,
sustain local jobs and lift the state’s economy.’

“We want to assure Queenslanders that despite the disruption to our daily lives by
these unprecedented times, we’re progressing critical road infrastructure projects.
KEY INVESTMENTS INCLUDE:
$185 million for accelerated delivery of a jointly-funded
Roads of Strategic Importance (ROSI) and early Works
package for upgrades on key freight routes. This
investment in regional Queensland is estimated to support
about 180 direct jobs.

situations and are very vulnerable to a collision, which is
why it’s crucial motorists slow down and take extra care
around roadworks.
“As always, when driving past emergency vehicles on the
roadside, to slow down and move to another lane, only if it
is safe to do so.”

$400 million state funding injection towards a $440.25
million program of road upgrades, as part of the
Queensland Economic Strategy: Unite and recover for
Queensland Jobs initiative. This investment will support
about 430 direct jobs across Queensland and include 15
capital upgrade projects, as well as $200 million for capital
road network resilience packages.
$415 million jointly-funded injection as part of the
Australian Government’s Economic Stimulus package to
deliver shovel-ready road upgrade projects and smaller
works across the state-controlled road network. This
initiative will support about 670 direct jobs over the life of
the program.
Mr Bailey said the Palaszczuk Government’s commitment to
Queenslanders was reflected in the progress being made.
“We want to assure Queenslanders that despite the
disruption to our daily lives by these unprecedented times,
we’re progressing critical road infrastructure projects.
‘’Our projects are keeping work flowing across Queensland
as the government continues to invest in the community
during this difficult period.
Mr Bailey also encouraged drivers to keep safe around
upgrades and the hundreds of roadworkers helping to
deliver them.
“We’ve made huge strides combatting COVID-19, but we
can’t afford to see that translate into deaths on our roads.
“Roadworkers are often in high speed, high traffic

For more on projects in your community, visit www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Projects
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The most dangerous part of their job
each day is ... your driving.
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Mobile Evolis Speed Indication Device

Accessories (Optional)

Intelligent

Trafﬁc Systems
Division of

Touch pad 10’ with Evocom/Evograph software pre-installed.
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Brisbane

Brisbane

T
 MAA VIC CHAIR’S REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA
DI V I S I ON

ANTHONY SIMMONS

We made an auspicious start to our recent Zoom meeting
on 5 August. The Stage 4 Covid-19 restrictions had
commenced, and the State Government had posted
overnight its Permitted Worker forms – which we all had to
complete in vast numbers once we left the meeting.

MOA Application Forms

As usual, we were pleased to welcome participation from
our key stakeholders/regulators – Department of Transport
(Claire Potter, Katia Demosthenous, David Lane, Kym Little
and Leigh Sporle), Major Road Project Victoria (Justin
Allen); and received updates from our supplier members.
WorkSafe (Sam Hatfield) was unable to attend but provided
an update which was distributed to members.

TMAA representatives have been invited to participate in
a stakeholder group to address design issues. If you are
interested contact our Secretary – tmaavic@tmaa.asn.au

Department of Transport (DoT) reported on the
following matters:
DoT Planned Disruptions
Claire Potter introduced the new Manager of Permits, Katia
Demosthenous and advised that an additional team leader
would be appointed in the near future.
Clearway & Road Occupation Charges
Kym Little gave an overview/update presentation
about these issues (distributed to members following
the meeting). We have indicated to DoT our concerns
about traffic management businesses potentially being
responsible for the payment of the occupation charges,
and then having to collect them from the principal
contractor responsible for the worksite. We noted that the
original trial/pilot envisaged the responsibility lying with
the principal contractor.
MOAs Charges
There is no further advice from the State Government as to
when this will occur.

These are in the process of being updated and we will be
providing DoT with our suggestions.
One View Portal

Safer Speeds Safer Sites Program
David Lane reported there had been 1500 inspections
and 3000 failed items since the program commenced in
November 2019. Main fail issues: TMPs, white core flutes,
missing core flutes, digmen and flagmen signage during
aftercare.
AustRoads Safety at Roadworks & the Victorian Code
of Practice
We advised the meeting that TMAA would be formally
writing (now completed) to DoT to seek advice around
the adoption of Australian Standard 1742.3 2019 and its
associated Guides to Temporary Traffic Management; and
any proposed timeline for sunset/ revocation of the Road
Management Act 2004 Code of Practice Worksite Safety –
Traffic Management S351 2010.
The following supplier members provided product/service
updates: Assignar, Alloc8, Roadside Services & Solutions,
RPM Hire, Samson Hire and Traffio.
We continue optimistically to plan for our annual golf day Friday 16 October 2020, Gardeners Run, Lilydale.
Anthony Simmons
TMAA VIC Chair
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The Employment Relationship
Our world is changing like never before. Increased
competition, technological changes and the rapid
flow of information has created markets that are highly
competitive, and function differently. So how does this
affect your business and your employment relationships?
In this webinar, we will discuss why it’s critical that your
HR function is protecting your business and adding value
through policies and processes that aim to motivate and
retain employees.
An employment relationship can exist in different
forms – whether it be employer-employee or employercontractor. It is essential that this relationship is well
defined to manage risk.
Policies and procedures are often relegated to dustcollectors if they are not fit-for-purpose and designed
with the organisation’s culture and tone front of mind.
They help to set standards and expectations for your
employees. It’s important that your policies are tailored
to your business in order to create the impact you
intend.
We will discuss how to ensure that the employment
relationship is properly documented and expectations
and rules of engagement are transparent. These
foundations then enhance and nurture a positive
employment relationship of trust, wellbeing, fairness and
inclusion.

Topics
• A Changing World
• The Employment Relationship
• The Employment Contract
• Employment Contract Basics
• Policies and Procedures
• Do policies, procedures and other
documents matter?
• Adding value to the employment
relationship

Registration Details

10am AEST
Thursday 10th September 2020
Link to register
zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_
rCJRvEqoTOaJg5pKsBJPoQ
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Pandemic Leave Disaster Payment:
Support for Victorians affected by COVID

COVID has rapidly been regaining its foothold in Victoria. Cases are growing daily, and restrictions are again being
imposed on communities most affected. This has proven difficult for many Victorian workers.
To curb the impact by helping alleviate short-term financial stress on workers, the Federal Government has made
available to Victorian residents the Pandemic Leave Disaster Payment (‘the Payment’). This has replaced the Victorian
Government’s Coronavirus (COVID-19) Worker Support payment.
The Payment will be available to employees each time they are required to self-isolate between 2 August 2020 and 2
September 2020.
Those eligible for the Payment will have until 4 February 2021 to make a claim.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THE
PAYMENT?

The Payment will not be made
available to workers who:

The Payment is paid at $1,500 for
each 14-day period that a worker
becomes eligible.

• are required to stay at home
because of Stage 3 or Stage 4
restrictions in Victoria;
• receive any income, earnings or
salary from paid work;
• receive any income support
payments, ABSTUDY Living
Allowance, Paid Parental Leave or
Dad and Partner Pay;
• receive a JobKeeper payment;
and/or
• receive the Victorian Coronavirus
(COVID-19) Worker Support
Payment.

ARE YOUR WORKERS
ELIGIBLE?
To be eligible for the Payment, the
worker must:
•
•
•
•

be at least 17 years of age;
live in Victoria;
be incapable of going to work;
have no sick leave entitlements
(incl. pandemic sick leave); and
• be required to quarantine
between 6:00pm on 2 August
2020 and 6:00pm on 2 September
2020.
This may be a result of mandated
self-isolation, quarantine or care
responsibilities.
Workers should be considering
applying for the payment where
they have contracted COVID-19,
have been in close contact with a
person who has COVID-19, or need
to care for a child, of 16 years and
under, who either has been infected
by COVID-19 or has been in close
contact with a person who has
COVID-19.
It is important to note that where a
worker is in a relationship and both
persons become eligible, they will
be able to make separate claims for
individual Payments.

WHICH EMPLOYEES ARE NOT
ELIGIBLE?
On top of the above eligibility
requirements, workers should
consider whether the below exempt
them from receiving the payment.

A worker should consider the above
exemptions in determining their
eligibility and before attempting to
make a claim.

HOW CAN YOUR WORKERS
MAKE A CLAIM?
As mentioned above, eligible
workers will be able to make a claim
for the period of 6:00pm, 2 August
2020 to 6:00pm, 2 September 2020
at any time up until 4 February 2021.
If a worker believes they are eligible
and not exempt for the Payment,
they are encouraged to call Services
Australia on 180 22 66 (or on 131 202
where the worker speaks a language
other than English).
Alternatively, they can make a claim
through their myGov account.

ARE OTHER SERVICES
AVAILABLE TO YOUR
WORKERS?
Should your worker not be eligible
for the Payment, they should
consider what other Government
benefits are available. Their eligibility

for these benefits will again depend
on their personal situation, but
may include the Youth Allowance,
JobSeeker Payment, Parenting
Payment, Family Tax Benefit,
Crisis Payment – National Health
Emergency (COVID-19) or Special
Benefit.
Under certain modern awards,
employees may be able to take
unpaid pandemic leave. This will
not be restricted to employees in
Victoria. For example under the
Building and Construction Award,
employees will be able to take
unpaid pandemic leave until 30
September 2020. The end date
varies between modern awards.

WHAT STEPS SHOULD YOU
TAKE AS AN EMPLOYER?
You should be prepared to help any
workers you believe may become
eligible for the Payment. This will
include familiarising yourself with
what is available for eligible Victorian
workers and how workers can go
about making a claim.
Taking proactive steps such as this
will greatly help your employees
where they are placed in the difficult
position of quarantining and not
receiving other payments.
The team at WorkIQ understands
how challenging this year will be
for businesses, employees and the
broader community alike. However,
they are well equipped to guide
you through your decision-making
process. If you would like any
assistance in understanding available
benefits, or simply like further advice,
please contact the team on 1300 496
754 or here.

Prepared by WorkIQ for publication by the Traffic Management Association of Australia.
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Remote Control

Follow Me

Autonomous

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT DRONES
Remote Control
Follow Me
Autonomous
DRIVERLESS ATTENUATORS
RECEIVING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

Exclusive rights including possible shareholding for the commercialisation
of these two game changing Traffic Management Systems. Worldwide
patents and patents pending.
For more information
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norm@normboyleconsulting.com.au

W W W. S T T R A F F I C M A N A G E M E N T. C O M . A U

ALGA

DAVID O’LOUGHLIN
ALGA National President

W

hen historians chronicle the Covid-19 crisis, they will focus
not just at its global impact but on the extent of government
support extended to affected communities.
It is truly massive.
Since the pandemic took hold in March, the Federal Government
has spent an estimated $289 billion on income support for
furloughed workers, higher welfare payments, new subsidies
and stimulus measures to keep businesses solvent, and financing
“shovel-ready” infrastructure projects … the list goes on.
Support from state and territory government support has been
more modest – reflecting their more limited revenue and debtraising abilities compared with the Commonwealth.
However, tens of billions of dollars have been directed towards
new or expanded infrastructure stimulus measures, road safety
upgrades, and plugging gaps in Commonwealth support
measures.
Local governments, whose pockets are nowhere near as deep
as those the states and Commonwealth, have confronted the
challenges thrown up Covid-19 in equally effective ways -- including
by accelerating investment in capital works and roads.
The Bundaberg Regional Council’s 2020-21 budget, handed
down on 30 June, was typical of the local government response: it
offered economic stimulus and relief to struggling households with
no increase in rates for most ratepayers, and without increasing
debt.
The focus of the $83 million capital works program was squarely
on road and safety upgrades, new road sealing projects, crossing
upgrades, and traffic light installations.
The Cairns Regional Council’s 2020-21 Budget included a record
$181 million for capital works, comprising:
· $43.5 million on roads, bridges, drainage, kerb and channel,
shoulder sealing, and bus stops
· $28.5 million on improving the wastewater network,
· $32.7 million on water and waste infrastructure, and
· $37 million on community, sport, cultural and tourism projects
All this while keeping the general rate increase to just 1.8 percent.
Bear in mind, too, that many local governments remain heavily
involved in ensuring their communities recover from the effects of
the devastating Black Summer Bushfires and prolonged drought.
Perhaps local government’s greatest contribution to steadying
the national economy, however, has been its preparedness to
work closely with the Commonwealth, States, and Territories to
implement Covid-19 specific recovery measures.
The largest and most significant of these, the Federal Government’s
$500 million Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program,
required councils to submit a work schedule outlining the project(s)
they planned to undertake.
With a requirement that these projects be commenced and
completed rapidly, , councils responded quickly to identify “shovelready” projects involving the construction, maintenance, and/or
improvements to a range of council-owned assets delivering longterm benefits to the community.
State-based stimulus packages have varied in scope and size, not
surprisingly, with the NSW Government contributing $569 million
towards road safety upgrades and expediting projects funded
under the $500 million Fixing Local Roads package to help repair,

maintain or seal priority council roads.
The Queensland Government’s “Unite and Recover for Queensland
Jobs” strategy announced in May included a $400 million
Accelerated Works Program to deliver new road, bridge and
pavement sealing works across Queensland, and a further $200
million in 2020-21 for local councils through and expansion of the
acclaimed Works for Queensland program.
The Victoria Government’s $2.7 billion Building Works package
announced around the same time included a $328 million
investment in roads maintenance and upgrades, and $124 million
for maintenance on the state’s road networks.
South Australia’s road infrastructure response to Covid-19 has
been more measured, with $145 million set aside for State road
infrastructure projects, and plans to upgrade over 1000km of
country roads over the next four years to improve safety and help
save lives.
Beside their expertise in efficiently delivering programs like Roads
to Recovery, Bridges Renewal, and Road Safety Black Spots,
councils are also integral to implementing the National Freight
and Supply Chain Strategy, particularly those elements aimed at
improving access for freight vehicles and connectivity between
local roads and preferred state and national freight routes.
That old two-lane bridge on a local road connecting with the
Newell or Pacific Highways might be structurally sound for semitrailer and even B-double use, but with truck configurations starting
to move beyond 65 tonnes Gross Vehicle Mass, serious investments
in engineering will be required to make it fit for future supply chain
efficiency targets.
These road efficiency and safety gains would flow quicker if local
government’s main revenue source – Financial Assistance Grants
(FAGs) – had not become eroded over time.
FAG allocations were equivalent to one percent of Commonwealth
taxation revenue when first distributed to the states in the 1970s,
but have since fallen to .55 percent, nearly half the original
proportion.
Moreover, Australian councils had to trim their services and
infrastructure spending by almost $1 billion as a result of the
Federal government’s freeze on the indexation of FAGs from 201417.
To ensure councils are capable of meeting future demands on
local infrastructure and services, the Australian Local Government
Association (ALGA) is advocating for phased restoration of FAGs
allocations to one percent – with phase one focused on restoring
funding lost during the indexation freeze.
To fix the infrastructure backlog and fund road safety
improvements, ALGA will continue to advocate to:
· Secure an increase in Roads to Recovery funding to $800 million
per annum and make the Bridges Renewal program permanent;
· Advocate for a continued expansion of the Road Safety Black
Spot program;
· Advocate for a mass road safety treatment infrastructure
program; and
· Secure Commonwealth commitment to guide and help fund a
local approach to road network safety improvements.
Local government has shown uncommon agility and inventiveness
during the Covid-19 crisis, and ALGA is confident the sector will
emerge from this current stronger and more trusted than ever.
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Generic TGS Workshop
by Dan Sullivan
START

The concept of Generic Traffic Guidance
Schemes (TGSs) being used for repetitive
and routine maintenance tasks is
encouraged and supported by Australian
Road Agencies. It is recognised that
for many activities, development of a
site specific TGS for every work activity
at every site by a Traffic Management
Designer is likely to be overly onerous.

TGS Traffic Guidance Scheme
TMI Traffic Management
Implementation
TMD Traffic Management
Design

TMI ok to proceed

Attendees at this workshop will be able
to apply the learnings to develop Generic
TGS processes in their organisation.
The first workshop was really well received
with the participants rating it an Overall
Satisfaction Score of 4.8 out of 5.

YES

TMI to consideroptions or
make adjustments
TMI must get input from
TMD

Select from list of Generic TGS’s using
a TMD approved selection procedure.
YES

Note 1
YES and no
changes are
required

Is the Generic
TGS sutable
given the site
conditions and
work type?

NO

Based
on any new
information. Is there
a suitable alternative
Generic TGS
available?

NO

YES but requires
Adjustment or Modification

Note 2

Note 3

Adjustment

Modification

Note 4

Substantial Modification

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

Make Adjustments to
Generic TGS under TMI
competency

Consult with TMD
who will Approve
Modifications to the
Generic TGS

Consult with TMD
who will design a Site
Specific TGS

Record on the Generic
TGS the details of
Adjustments made

Record on the Generic
TGS the details of the
Modifications made and
approved by TMD

Add site location
information to the
Generic TGS

Add site location
information to the
Adjusted
Generic TGS

Add site location
information to the
Modified
Generic TGS

The Generic TGS is now
site sitable

The Adjusted Generic
TGS is now site sitable

The Modified Generic
TGS is now site sitable

OPTION 1

On 20 August 2020, Solutions in Transport
collaborated with TMAA to present the
first workshop on “Introduction to Generic
TGS”. This workshop is targeted at Traffic
Management Design practitioners in the
temporary traffic management industry.
In the workshop an overview was
provided of best practice guidance for the
development and use of Generic TGSs
for repetitive and routine tasks requiring
temporary traffic management. The
workshop includes a practical component
to demonstrate the processes in the
development of a Generic TGS library and
the TGS selection process for use by a
Traffic Management Implementer.

NO

Process Step Colour Key

Dr Dan Sullivan has worked with State
& Territory Government departments,
industry and Local Government to
workshop the intent of a process for use
of Generic TGS. Additionally, Dr Dan
Sullivan was contracted by Transport and
Main Roads QLD to develop a Generic
TGS process for a sample activity to
demonstrate how such a process may be
documented.
Subsequently, the Generic TGS process
and its requirements have continued to
evolve and be refined and have been
included in the Austroads Guide to
Temporary Traffic Management.

Can a Generic
TGS be selected
using the established
TMD approved selection
procedure?

The Site Suitable
TGS or the Site
Specific TGS
can now be
implemented

Figure – Austroads GTTM flowchart for selection of a TGS.

In the workshop an overview was provided of best practice guidance for the
development and use of Generic TGSs for repetitive and routine tasks requiring
temporary traffic management.
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NEXT WORKSHOP:
Townsville, 15 October 2020

Providing Continuous Professional Development
opportunities for industry
Following this workshop there has been substantial interest
in additional training opportunities. Suggested workshops
include
• Risk management for TMD in developing TMP and TGS
• Risk management for TMI implementing a TGS
• Selecting a Generic TGS for TMI
In addition, training and workshop opportunities are already
being developed for

TTM Surveillance and Audit
This workshop is focussed at those undertaking surveillance
and audit of TTM at road worksites. It can be attended
by those who carry out this role with or without the TMD
qualification however some elements will require the more
detailed TMD knowledge. This workshop provides an
overview of:
• Roles of surveillance and audit officers.
• Compliance
• Inspecting the TTM on site for compliance with the TGS

Temporary Traffic Management Basics for Project
Managers

• TGS compliance with Standards, Manuals and Guidance

Workshop providing an overview of TTM basics that Project
Managers need to consider and apply when managing
projects involving TTM. Using case examples an overview is
provided of:

• Suitability

• Project Manager responsibilities.
• TTM basics. A brief overview of the various TTM roles, the
Traffic Management Plan, Traffic Guidance Schemes—
what to look for and the questions to ask.
• Development of TTM requirements for project briefs.
• What project managers should look for during the works.
• The role of surveillance and audit of TTM.

Review & Approval of TMPs and TGSs
This workshop is typically for road agency officers who
review and approve Temporary Traffic Management Plans
(TMPs) and Traffic Guidance Schemes (TGSs) who may
not hold the formal TTM Traffic Management Design
qualification. The workshop provides an introduction to the
basics of the TMP and TGS so that they attendees know
what to look for and when to seek additional technical
advice.

• Common items to consider
• Alignment of the TTM with the requirements of the
project brief
• Operation
• Safety operation of the TTM
• Network performance operation of the TTM
The intent is to develop a program of activities that meets
the needs of industry and assists in delivering more
cost effective and safe outcomes on roads. If you are
interested in these topics or any others please visit https://
solutionsintransport.com.au and submit information on the
training topics that you would be interested in.

Dan Sullivan
Founding Director – Solutions in Transport
Providing expertise and support for the Temporary Traffic
Management Industry

e dan.sullivan@solutionsintransport.com.au
m 0423 782 189
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• Easy to use - smarter scheduling, job cloning, paperless forms
• Easy to use - smarter scheduling, job cloning, paperless forms
• Improved communications - mobile app with notiﬁcations
• Improved communications - mobile app with notiﬁcations
• Streamlined operations - integrated accounting processes, save time and money
• Streamlined operations - integrated accounting processes, save time and money
• Resource eﬃciencies - schedule work remotely, empower your staﬀ
• Resource eﬃciencies - schedule work remotely, empower your staﬀ

AFTERCARE IS
AFTERCARE
IS COMING!
COMING!
Book a demo call 03 8397 2999
Book a demo call 03 8397 2999

Australian owned, designed and built
Australian
owned,
designed and
built
for the Traﬃc
Management
Industry
for the Traﬃc Management Industry
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info@traﬃo.com.au
info@traﬃo.com.au
www.traﬃo.com.au
www.traﬃo.com.au

TMAA WA REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
DI V I S I ON

WENDY DOUGLAS

We have been extremely fortunate
that the impact on COVID has
been minimal on our work
volumes. However as an industry
we were well aware that it would
not take much for this to change.
Talking to others in the industry
I have no doubt the great work
we have undertaken to ensure
all our staff & stakeholders have
not been placed at risk, has
been paramount in ensuring our
sustainability. We are definitely
one of the fortunate industries
that have been able to continue
working through COVID and this
is expected to continue with the
recent announcements that from
now until the end of 2022 WA will
be spending upwards of $250M
per month, on projects brought
forward to combat the effects of
COVID.
TMAA was recently invited by
Main Roads WA to present at The
Road Planned Interventions unit,
two online industry webinars.
The sessions covered a range of
temporary traffic management
topics, including an update on the
AGTTM, MRWA prequal schemes,
Traffic signal approval policy and
what RPI do day to day. Thank you
to Clint Cooper and the team at
MRWA for including TMAA as part
of this initiative.
The MRWA TM for Works on
Roads Advisory Group Meeting
was held on 19 August and many
of the initiatives are now gathering
momentum. Items discussed
were resetting the timeframe for
adoption of the new AGTTM to
early 2021, the recent sign leg
trial (outlined below), alignment
of current practice with the newly
released national frameworks
for both training and company
prequalification. WorkSafe
discussed the introduction of a
procedure for members of the
public to report incidents.

There was a general reminder for
RTMs and AWTM trainers on the
need to use the TMP template or,
if not using the TMP this should be
justified in a Variation to Standards
form.
MRWA invited TMAA to
participate in a field-based trial
to investigate the stability of
temporary road signs. The field
trial consisted of three main
components; Signage base/
leg stability, weighted signage
stability and also fixed/pinned into
ground signage. Each of these
were tested in a live environment
with both standard MMS frames
and boxed edge signage. The live
testing environment ensured a
substantial volume of traffic and
heavy vehicles passed the blank
signage at the posted road speed.
The initial testing stage strongly
indicated that the standard round
bi-pod legs were a leader in
stability with both the Y and T
Legs falling short in comparison.
The second testing stage
incorporating various weights
and fixed pins was completed in
August with the finding currently
being analysed by MRWA. The
view from TMAA on the ground
was that while all weights provided
an element of stability, the use
of sandbags out performed the
other weight options. We have
clearly seen an introduction of
frictional force as the sandbags
are in contact with the ground
rather than hanging from the leg
like some other weight options.
As MRWA continue to analyse
the findings we look forward to
sharing the full outcome from the
trial in the coming months.
As always, I end with encouraging
more of our industry in WA to get
involved and add to our collective
voice.
Wendy Douglas
TMAA WA Chair
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INFORMS. CONNECTS.
REPRESENTS. LEADS.

IPWEAQ
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

REGISTER
NOW!

BRISBANE CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE | 10-12 NOVEMBER 2020
Please join us for the 2020 IPWEAQ Annual Conference to be held at the
Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, 10-12 November 2020.

4.6

If you have attended an IPWEAQ
conference in the past few years,
you would be aware that our
Annual Conference has been
growing exponentially each
year.
After many months of isolation,
we expect our community
to make the most of this
opportunity post COVID-19 to
gather once again. We look
forward to welcoming you to
#IPWEAQ20 on Brisbane’s
South Bank this November!
Contact Monica Robertson on
3632 6802 or
Monica.Robertson@ipweaq.com

IPWEAQ20 program highlights include
presentation on:
• Brendan Moon, Queensland
Reconstruction Authority, Investing for
resilient communities
• Stephen Bolden, Cairns Regional
Council, Cyclist Safety at Roundabouts –
The Cairns Experience
• David Rankin, WSP, Exploring driver
behaviour to shape better road-user
experiences
• Matthew Bereni, ARRB, Deriving better
value out of our roads and bridges with
ARRB’s Best Practice Guides
• David Toma, Queensland Audit Office,
Managing cyber security risks
• Transport and Main Roads, TMR Update
(pipeline/new standards and initiatives)
• Alton Twine, City of Gold Coast,
“Business as Unusual” - The challenges
of changing our business for COVID-19

https://ipweaq.eventsair.com/ipweaq20/

PANEL DISCUSSION

The role of public works professionals
in Community Road Safety.
SESSION STREAMS INCLUDING
• Project Delivery
• Effective Solutions
• Intelligent Asset Management.
Choice of four Tech Tours
TECH TOUR 1
Cross River Rail & Queens Wharf
TECH TOUR 2
Historic Brisbane (Walking Tour)
TECH TOUR 3
Holcim Pre-Cast Facilities Tour
TECH TOUR 4
NAMS-Q Workshop



#IPWEAQ20

3672

DELEGATE RATED
2019 -2020

Having a good plan of action is
critical ingredient for success

W

ith infrastructure, restructure and recovery and
building projects reaching billion-dollar proportions
across Australia, it is important more than ever to have
reliable, credible and up to date Asset Management Plans.
A good Asset Management Plan (AM Plan) serves as the
cornerstone for an effective management system. It helps
us understand our objectives in a way that services can be
sustained throughout the asset lifecycle.
What resources are required, the timing and costs to deliver
the service are essential inputs to forecast what it is we
can reasonably afford to deliver without burdening future
generations with inequitable charges and costs.
As defined in IPWEA’s International Infrastructure
Management Manual (IIMM) the key aim for an asset
manager is:

“To meet the required level of service,
in the most cost-effective manner,
through the management of assets for
present and future customers”.
Put simply, it’s about creating maximum value for the
community through effective service delivery to meet
community needs at an affordable cost.

DAVID JENKINS

of the National Road Safety Strategy 2021-30. The Office
were keen to hear the views on what the policy priorities,
milestones and targets for the new strategy should be
over the next decade. With the next National Road Safety
Strategy due for release early in 2021, we see the work both
our member communities at TMAA and IPWEA strive to
achieve as key contributors to reducing trauma on our road
networks.
Our key focus is the role of smart data, information and
knowledge to guide decisions on road safety priorities.
Road managers need the skills and experience in
conducting road safety audits, speed limit reviews and
developing road safety action plans.
Most of our members are employed in local government
who is responsible for approximately 82% of Australian road
network by length that accommodates around 36% of all
travel in Australia. The local road network has more than
half of all crashes at a rate nearly double that of the statecontrolled road network.
With this in mind, it is incumbent on us to represent the
needs of our members when it comes to not only managing
road performance outcomes but the safety of road workers
and transport operators they employ.

THE CASE FOR BETTER PLANNING

For traffic management and road safety advocates, an
essential part of the AM Plan is understanding levels of
service and their strategic linkages. If we explore this a little
further, our communities typically gravitate to issues related
to:

Over the past decade or more, local governments have
committed resources to the pursuit of responsible service
delivery from infrastructure. Over this time there have been
significant learnings along the way, but evidence suggests
there is more to do.

Safety

What is the risk …
Are we managing the risk?

Condition

How good is the service … 			
What is the condition or quality of the
service?

Until such time as decision-makers are provided with and
are aware of the service options and their impact based on
the funding choices they make, the ability and legitimacy in
making informed trade-off decisions and ongoing financial
and environmental sustainability will be difficult to achieve.

Function

Is it suitable for its intended purpose ….
Is it the right service?

Capacity/Use Is the service over or under used …
Do we need more or less of these assets?
For traffic management practitioners, this means
understanding the risks, the age and remaining life of road
networks, the drivers for change (climate and technology)
and the degree and impact of congestion.
Balanced with effective stakeholder engagement we can
then start to think about the options, costs and trade-offs
to deliver an affordable service delivery model.
This approach will help with the long-term sustainable
provision of services from public infrastructure assets.

PROMOTING ROAD SAFETY OUTCOMES FOR THE
INDUSTRY
Part of what IPWEA does is research and engage on public
works policy issues and we continue to collaborate with
many Standards technical committees and Government
working groups.
Of interest to TMAA members is our engagement with
the Office of Road Safety representatives and other major
stakeholders (including TMAA) to discuss the development

Perceptions around funding gaps can be misleading and
counter-productive especially if the evidence base for
additional funds is weak. Until Asset Management Plans
include stronger and more mature discussion on the
strategic trade-offs between service delivery, cost and risk,
the future will remain uncertain.
Politicians and executives are the key people to lead this
process and a concerted effort to provide reliable data,
information and capacity for those charged with supplying
credible decision support in our view needs to improve.

WHERE TO BEGIN YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT
JOURNEY?
Begin by completing the internationally-recognised
Professional Certificate in Asset Management Planning
delivered by IPWEA – a 7-module online course delivered
over 8 weeks – which steps you through creating your
organisation’s AM Plan, using your own data, using NAMS+.
Supported by leading professionals, you’ll gain a better
understanding of data requirements, future lifecycle costs
and the trade-offs between risk, cost and levels of service.
For more information:
www.ipwea.org/certificate,
or email admin@ipwea.org
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TMAA SHOWCASE
at the National Roads & Traffic Expo
30 Nov - 1 Dec 2020 | VIRTUAL EVENT

TMAA is delighted to announce that the 2020 VIRTUAL conference is being organised
in partnership with the National Roads & Traffic Expo, giving our members
VIP access to this world-class event for FREE!
Plus, we’ve negotiated preferential rates for members & suppliers
to participate in the virtual trade-show.

Book Virtual Exhibition Space

Register as a FREE Visitor

Arron: 02 8908 8505

www.terrapinn.com exhibition/road-traffic-expo

• High ‘touch’ low effort
• No travel costs
• Find new sales leads
• Generate leads

• Combat travel restrictions
• Gain industry insights
• Watch sessions live or on-demand
• Network on a global scale

www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/road-traffic-expo

Nominate your
company now for the
Traffic Management
Innovation Award 2020
The TMAA Innovation Award
is an award that seeks to
recognise companies that
embrace the use of new plant
equipment innovative practises
and safer methods of setting
up a job site.
TMAA has proudly introduced
this new award to support and
endorse the work of TMAA
member companies when
providing traffic management
on worksites.

PRIZE MONEY
$2500 – Major Project Category
$2500 – Small Project Category
We invite you to take part in the
nomination process for the Project Award.
KEY DATES
• October 2020 Nominations close
• December 2020 Finalists announced
• June 2021 TMAA Conference & Gala
Dinner, Melbourne – Winners Announced

Visit www.tmaa.asn.au for more information

Direct Vision
responses

0.7 seconds
faster

Indirect Vision
responses
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TMAA NT CHAIR’S REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORY
DI V I S I ON

CHRIS BOYER

The last quarter has seen committee meetings being held
mostly via Zoom with Department Infrastructure Planning
and logistics ( Dipl ) allowing a limited number to attend at
DIPL premises.

DIPL have formed a Road Safety Audit panel of external
contractors from suitability qualified companies. Industry
is encouraged to look at the audit requirements for the
following: suitability, compliance, and road safety.

This continues the good relationship between industry
and DIPL.

The MVR and DIPL have been working on a new
card system to have the four levels of NT Workzone
accreditation all on the one card this was reported to be
progressing well and a rollout could be as soon as later
2020. This is sensational news.

It is pleasing to note that the Austroads regulations are
now a DIPL focus with consultation now taking place
with industry. The training requirements and registration
scheme are being discussed internally within DIPL with
information to be released in the near future.
Industry Skills Advisory Council NT attended the July
meeting to provide an update on the five units newly
developed and closely linked to the Austroads proposal to
review the current arrangements for traffic management
training. Industry is involved in providing feedback on
them.
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Committee elections were held in July and I was elected
as Chair I would like to thank the former Chair and Vice for
their fantastic contribution.
Chris Boyer
TMAA NT Chair

Roadworks safety education
campaign – TMAA
The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
is committed to road safety around road works

T

he Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
has engaged local Territory business Ambrose Solutions
and industry expert Dr Dan Sullivan, to develop a suite of
education modules and materials to improve road safety
around road works.
Currently under development, the two animated safety
modules are focused on ‘how to drive safely through a road
work site’ and ‘how to be safe whilst working on the road’.
The dual-faceted safety education campaign is being
developed from the research of key risks as identified by
Centre for Accident Research and Road Safety Queensland,
Austroads, Traffic Management Association of Australia and
other industry bodies, as well as leveraging Dr Sullivan’s
expertise and experience on roadwork site safety.
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics
General Manager of Transport and Civil Services, Louise
McCormick, said a key element of the modules is the focus
on mutual responsibilities and mutual respect, recognising
that road safety is everyone’s responsibility.
“The Department remains committed to improving road
safety around road work sites, for both road users and road
workers,” said Ms McCormick.
“The two animated modules currently under development
are centred on creating easy to remember messages for
drivers and road workers, while highlighting the main known
risks at roadwork sites.”
“The aim is that by remembering and applying the lessons
in these modules, drivers and road workers will be able to
minimise the risks of crashes and incidents. More-over, the
educational materials aim to create an environment where
both groups respect each other and the hazards they both
experience around road works.”
Solutions in Transport Pty Ltd Founding Director, Dr Dan
Sullivan, said the safety modules provided an innovative
way to improve safety around road works.
“The main focus to date has been improving the design
and layout of temporary traffic management sites, however
this is only one of the multiple elements that need to be
targeted,” said Dr Sullivan.
“The education modules I have been developing with
Ambrose Solutions on behalf of the Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics are focused on two
elements - the education of both drivers and individual road
works on the ways they can manage their personal safety
and the safety of those around them.
“These topics will form a crucial part of the overall system
for improving safety at road worksites and will contribute
strongly to deliver lasting change.”

The safety modules will be launched in late 2020, and will
be available on www.towardszero.nt.gov.au and through
Ambrose Solutions’ DriveAbout app.
The first module will include the following sub topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watching for signs
Slowing down
Maintaining safe distance
Expecting the unexpected
Merging safely
Following instructions
Staying alert and minimising distractions
Changed weather conditions.

The second module will cover the importance of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education
Worksite design
Understanding types of crashes
Risks with urban roads and highways
Risks associated in the approach to the site
Risk where the road geography is curvy or hilly
Time of day
Complacency.

The DriveAbout app won the National 2019 Australia Road
Safety Foundation Innovation award, and was originally
designed to assist new drivers pass the Learner licence test.
The app has undergone further development to help other
road users, regardless of literacy levels, to refresh their
knowledge of the road rules - ultimately creating safer roads
and saving lives through education.
This initiative complements the key priorities and actions
within the Northern Territory’s Towards Zero Road Safety
Action Plan (2018-22), and the vision of a safer road
transport system where no person is killed or seriously
injured. This vision aims to inspire ownership of the
Territory’s road safety challenges, and motivate Territorians
to take action to use our roads more safely. Vision Zero has
been adopted by all Australian jurisdictions, and widely
adopted globally.
The plan also adopts the Safe Systems approach and
includes the following elements: Safe road use, safe roads
and roadsides, Safe vehicles and Safe speeds.
Media contact
Rowland Richardson | 0437 868 115

To learn more about the Northern Territory
Government Department of Infrastructure, Planning
and Logistics’ initiatives, visit dipl.nt.gov.au.
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Increase your top line, both domestically
and internationally, while protecting your
bottom line with a trade credit insurance
policy from Acquire Trade Credit.
Our 100 percent customisable insurance
department, capital provider, and provide
ownership peace of mind.
If you’re a business that sells goods and
services on credit terms, a substantial
percentage of your working capital is
probably tied up as accounts receivable.

ACQUIRE Trade Credit
Complimentary PPSR
Acquire Trade Credit will contribute to the
incurred going forward for your business.
This is a cost we will absorb to assist with
streamlining you charges.

insurance and insolvency insurance) a straightforward, costand services you supply.
Companies and Global Businesses, we have a credit protection
solution to suit all sizes and types of enterprises.

ACQUIRE General Insurance “Reach”
Acquire Trade Credit are part of the
Acquire Insurance Group, in doing so and
as a client of Acquire, your business would
be entitled to a 10% rebate on general
insurance programs where applicable.

ACQUIRE Trade Credit Strict KPI’s
our strict key performance indicators which
limit applications and collection submissions.
abide by a service agreement governed by
strict KPI’s.

As a prospective client you should know the following!
Dedicated personal account managers.
Insurers have free online systems and collection tools.

1300 095 683
admin@acquiretradecredit.com

WWW.ACQUIRETRADECREDIT.COM

TMAA TAS REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

TASMANIA
DI VI S I O N

CAMILLE O’MEARA

With a cold and wet winter on us here is Tassie the civil
works have backed off a substantial amount. We have had
a few crews working with the Department of Health on the
COVID-19 test facilities. This has seen our industry in the
spotlight. All crews working on this have been affiliated
with member companies, having positive feedback with
the use of porta booms.
During the last couple of months our Association here
has been lucky enough to get some external industries
involved through the TTA (Transport Tasmania Association)
and Tas police. In our last meeting, we had Michelle from
TTA present to us around how we can further educate
their members on the works being undertaken and what
we expect from larger vehicles such as those within their
industry. We also had Inspector Gary Williams let us know
what he was tasked with when dealing with the COVID
safety plans for our industry. We were very grateful he
asked us to have input into what was required for us to
complete our works in a safe and practicable measure.

JAKE VLASVELD

Inspector Williams also listened to our members on what
we face each and everyday on the road,. He listened to
every point and will be taking this feedback to his monthly
meetings with the road policing board, to ensure we have
a higher level of response when complaints are made
around those who choose not to abide by our speeds.
TMAA TAS is ticking along with numbers of stakeholders
still on the rise. This is in part due to the tireless effort of
Camile and the contacts she is continually pursuing within
the industry. Our Minister for Infrastructure HON Michael
Ferguson, presented at our August lunch. This is outlined
on the next pages.
We wish all other states the best when it comes to dealing
with the current global situation.
Jake Vlasveld, TMAA TAS Chair &
Camille O’Meara, TMAA TAS Board Member &
TMAA Secretary

Tassie YSIOS launch
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Michael Ferguson

Tasmanian Minister for Infrastructure and Transport

T

we implemented changes to procurement requirements
that enabled us to significantly accelerate the tendering of
projects.

We’re getting on with delivering job-creating infrastructure,
as part of our $1.8 billion program over the next two years,
which will deliver an estimated $3.1 billion in construction.

The COVID-19 emergency procurement measures have
allowed us to take a streamlined approach for $40 million
across 12 smaller, simpler projects that could be delivered
quickly to provide immediate stimulus work.

he Tasmanian Liberal Government is building our way
to recovery from COVID-19, with a Plan to Rebuild a
Stronger Tasmania delivering millions in stimulus through
roads and bridge upgrades.

Our massive construction program will deliver a strong and
steady pipeline of work that is expected to support 15,000
jobs.
We are already seeing the green shoots of recovery in
Tasmania, with the most recent ABS Labour Force data
showing that 7,000 Tasmanians found work in the month of
July, and total employment has recovered by nearly 13,500
jobs since May.
Confidence is core to our recovery, and by ensuring
a consistent program of works, we are providing the
construction and engineering sector with the confidence
that they need to continue to invest and employ.
We’re rolling out that program right now. Earlier this year,
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Using this approach, we have already awarded the contract
for the first of the projects on the Wynyard to Marrawah
section of the Bass Highway, and the contract for the safety
upgrade on Highland Lakes Road, at the ‘Pub with No Beer’
corner.
Of this package of 12 projects, more tenders will be
awarded in coming weeks, and a further five projects will be
released for tender between now and October.
This demonstrates that the measures we have implemented
are working – we are getting shovel-ready projects out
the door quicker, getting them into the hands of civil
contractors sooner, and providing the local construction
industry with certainty for their businesses and for their
workers.

As part of our comprehensive plan for recovery, we
also committed an additional $40 million in new State
Government funding as part of our COVID-19 stimulus
response, which will support:
• A $10 million upgrade to the Apsley River Bridge, to be
tendered in coming weeks
• A $15 million overpass at Leith
• Improving Bridport Road west of Dalrymple
• Upgrading local road connections to the imminent
duplication of the East Derwent Highway, also to be
tendered soon
We are also working hard with the Australian Government
to deliver stimulus projects. By working with our
Tasmanian Senate Team, we have secured $34 million in
Commonwealth stimulus funding for shovel-ready projects
and safety upgrades.
The first of these projects, upgrading Railton Main Road,
was awarded to Shaw Contracting only last week. Other
projects that will kick off soon include $10 million in State
road network enhancements, and the new $6 million
pedestrian underpass in Campbell Town.
In addition to these new projects, we are continuing to
deliver on our existing program of works.
This includes
• the first package of six projects on the Wynyard to
Marrawah section of the Bass Highway
• the Somerset to Wynyard realignment in the Cooee to
Wynyard section of the Bass Highway
• $14 million in priority projects on the West Tamar
Highway north of Legana
• the critically important Hobart Airport Interchange
project

• the upgrade to the Midway Point intersection
We have nearly finished the $7 million upgrade to the
Mowbray Connector roundabout, and in the south, the new
Bridgewater Bridge is now becoming a reality.
In recent weeks, we confirmed the Government’s design
requirements, and issued pre-procurement information to
the industry.
The next step is the commencement of the Request for
Proposal stage later this month, which will select two
tenderers to enter a competitive design process to deliver
the best value for money design.
Our contemporary program delivery approach and
unprecedented level of investment is breaking new ground,
figuratively and literally.
The Tasmanian Liberal Government is placing the
construction industry and related sectors in the best
possible position to maximise the opportunities provided in
our recovery response.
Our recovery package brings forward government
expenditure, and in doing so will stimulate investment in the
private sector, strengthen and underpin the economy and
create thousands of jobs.
The best way to get our budget back on track and grow
business confidence and create jobs is to grow the
economy, and that is what we are doing.

Confidence is core to our recovery,
and by ensuring a consistent program
of works, we are providing the
construction and engineering sector
with the confidence that they need to
continue to invest and employ.
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Built to manage the complexity of the
Australian Traffic Management industry

Now is the time to grow your business!
With growth expected in the infrastructure sector in the coming
quarter, there is no better time to ensure your business has the tools
needed to adapt quickly and maximise growth potential.
Alloc8 is committed to helping you grow with a special TMAA
members only offer. Scale with confidence, reduce manual workload,
improve communication with your workforce, and lower risk.
• Easily schedule and manage remote teams
• Update and distribute important documents jobs in seconds

Speak to Paul
about our
exclusive offer
for TMAA
members.

• Capture real time information from crews on jobs

Paul Tavilla

• Share live health and OH&S updates with the team

Business
Development
Manager

• Automate and bundle paperwork
• Pay staff on time and correctly with advanced award
interpretation
• Manage a team from anywhere, including from home

P: (03) 9070 5440
M: 0422 162 777

End to end workforce management.
SCHEDULING • SAFETY & COMPLIANCE • DIGITAL TIMESHEETS • MOBILE APP FOR WORKERS
DRAG & DROP FORM BUILDER • AWARD INTERPRETATION AND PAYROLL • INVOICING • INTEGRATIONS

alloc8.io

TMAA Tasmania Luncheon

Hobart, 21 August 2020 with keynote speaker, Hon Minister Ferguson

T

MAA Tasmania hosted a luncheon in Hobart
on 21 August 2020. Our keynote speaker
was the Hon Minister Ferguson. Minister
Ferguson has been a supporter of TMAA since
becoming Minister for State Growth, Science
and Technology, Leader of the House, Minister
for Finance and Minister for Infrastructure and
Transport and we thank him for his ongoing
support – despite his busy portfolio.
We also had Denise McIntyre, Acting General
Manager, State Roads, Ben Lehner, WHS
Advisor, State Roads and Annie Johns, WHS
Officer, State Roads in attendance and thanked
them for their support of TMAA Tasmania and
our ongoing safety campaigns.
Rachael Mathison, CEO from CCF Tasmania
attended. The CCF Tasmanian branch, together
with DSG, has been working collaboratively
with TMAA and TTA (Tasmanian Transport
Association) on the Your Speed is Our Safety
campaign.
Our Tasmanian members have around 120
traffic utes on the road each day in Tasmania. In
addition to this there are also the non-member
companies and councils with traffic controllers
on the roads.
As such, the exposure we have in this high-risk
environment should not be underestimated. We
are actively working to raise awareness of road
worker safety as a priority. Unfortunately, serious
near misses are still occurring too regularly
and the recent deaths of traffic controllers in
Western Australia and Queensland reinforce the
need to continue to focus on driver awareness
and behaviour.

State Growth are installing a further 6 roadside YSIOS signs at strategic
locations around major work sites and contractors are displaying this
message on the VMS’s on their sites. We appreciate the work that
Denise and her team at DSG are doing to support Industry in the safety
campaign. We have engaged with local government, asking for financial
contributions to the campaign and have approached other industry
partners or associated companies requesting their support.
We equally would like to work with the Tasmanian Government to
source a financial contribution to the campaign and will be looking to
work with the Minister and the Department on how we achieve this.
With the record infrastructure investment announced by the
Government, and welcomed by Industry, there will be more
roadworkers than ever on our roads. We must do all we can to protect
their health and safety and ensure they go home to their families every
night.
Minister Ferguson spoke about Infrastructure being the cornerstone
for economic recovery in Tasmania through creating jobs and assets to
stimulate the economy at our recent TMAA TAS lunch. The Tasmanian
Government is driving ahead and making projects that have been in the
pipeline for some time a reality. The Government is keen to work with
Industry to keep traffic moving through these projects and employees
working on them safe, through innovative ideas. They are committed
to working with us to find the right message to get to people and will
be making a financial contribution to assist us. Tasmania, our beautiful
Island state, will be prepared for tourists, when they come back, with
improved infrastructure and facilities – and Tasmanian communities will
be better for this.
Minister Ferguson kindly presented the TMAA Tas members with
their 2020-2021 membership stickers and engaged actively with
participants. We appreciate that we are in a privileged position, being
relatively Covid free, and able to have these events. TMAA TAS wishes
our counterparts throughout the country all the best and a safe and
speedy recovery to the new normal.

We will see another round of Your Speed is Our
Safety national advertising, thanks to Federal
grant monies, commencing in early September.
We are in the process of organising a launch of
this campaign and are seeking to supplement
this with additional messaging for the Tasmanian
driving population.
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TMAA NSW CHAIR’S REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
DI V I S I ON

BEN MARSONET

We live in interesting times. Following another period of
escalating case numbers, border closures and increasing
restrictions on business, the Traffic Management
Industry in NSW has again adapted brilliantly to assist
our clients, many of whom are essential services. The
general feedback from the membership has been, that
although there are some changes to our way of operating,
the industry has moved through the Covid crisis largely
unaffected.
Change in our industry continues to move at a strong
pace. The new training program under SafeWork NSW
is now in place with an increasing number of RTO’s now
participating in the program. Although it is not without
its faults and issues, we have greatly appreciated the
involvement of SafeWork in our recent meetings and their
willingness to consult with industry and work to implement
positive changes to the new system. SafeWork have
confirmed a major win for the NSW industry following on
from our feedback at our June meeting, confirming that
the existing requirements for the TMI qualification will
remain in place, especially relating to the TGS selection.
Transport for NSW and their Traffic Engineering Division
have also been busy with the revised TCaWS manual
due for release in September. This will be the most
significant update and change to this document in many
years and will start the process of alignment with the
Austroads guides. The TfNSW team shared a number of
exciting changes to the document including bringing in
strong recommendations for the use of Portable Traffic
Devices, approvals for devices such as the MBT-1 and
the introduction of MMS signs to NSW (our interstate
colleagues would find the last one amusing).

I’d like to pass on our thanks to Nicole Boyce and Kellee
McGilvray who have both worked tirelessly on the update,
and consulted with industry stakeholders. On behalf of
the TMAA NSW Division we wish them both the best with
their next challenges. The TfNSW Engineering Division still
remains in operation and we look forward to continued
cooperation into the future.
It is important that as a Division we maintain the
momentum we are building. Our next key piece of work
will be to work with Austroads and TfNSW to adopt the
National Pre-Qualification Scheme that is currently out for
consultation. Although we understand that their current
position is not to adopt this framework, we look forward to
continued constructive conversations with the department
into the future.
Finally, the last quarter has seen a number of serious
incidents and near misses in NSW, including multiple
TMA strikes on the M1 Motorway whilst mobile works
were being undertaken. A committee of members from
the Division will be working closely with TfNSW over the
coming weeks and months to review the practice and
obtain a better and safer outcome for our staff, clients and
members of the public.
We thank all the NSW members for their support and
increasing engagement as we push ahead into what will no
doubt be another challenging period.
Thank you all. Stay Safe.
Ben Marsonet
TMAA NSW Chair
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SafeWork NSW

NSW Traffic Control Training
scheme changes
Responsibility for the Traffic Control Training (TCT) scheme in NSW was transferred to SafeWork NSW
on 1 July 2020. The scheme now falls under the Work Health and Safety Act as the Work Health and
Safety Amendment (Traffic Control Work Training) Regulation 2019.
With the new Regulation in place, it is now mandatory for any worker directing traffic on a public road,
to allow work to be carried out safely, on or adjacent to the road to hold either a;
• SafeWork NSW Traffic Control Work Training (TCWT) card, or
• RMS Traffic Control Training Photo Card.

WHO NEEDS THE CARD?
Workers across a range of industries now require
one of the above cards if they are carrying
out traffic control work on or adjacent to a
public road. This may include workers in retail,
manufacturing or transport industries, as well
as more traditional industries such as road and
building construction.

WHO IS EXEMPT FROM NEEDING THE
CARD?
There are some exceptions, including school
crossing supervisors and heavy vehicle
inspectors. Some emergency services personnel,
defence and certain commonwealth employees
are also exempt under their own legislation.

ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES
TRAFFIC CONTROL PHOTO CARDS ARE
VALID TILL EXPIRY
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) Traffic
Control Photo cards will continue to be accepted
until the card expires. Workers will need to
convert to a SafeWork NSW Traffic Control Work
Training card before the expiry date.

MANDATORY TRAINING AND FINES
Persons Conducting a Business or Undertaking
(PCBUs) need to ensure:
• workers have completed the mandatory
training and hold the right card for the type of
traffic control work being undertaken.
• the worker has undertaken that type of work in
the preceding two years.
New fines of up to $21,420 have been introduced
for PCBUs who do not ensure that their workers
have completed the appropriate training.

For more information call 13 10 50, or visit www.safework.nsw.gov.au
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HOW WILL YOU SHOW YOU’RE A
ROAD SAFETY WEEK CHAMPION?

O

n Sunday 15 November, Yellow Ribbon
National Road Safety Week will launch across
Australia. Commencing on that Sunday will be
particularly important because it will be United
Nations Day of Remembrance for Road Victims.
This day is far more relevant than any of us would
want, given that the traffic management industry
has seen far too many deaths and serious injuries
over the past few years.
We know that despite our best WHS efforts,
our workers remain in harm’s way. But the risks
they face are exacerbated by those drivers and
riders who proceed through our workzones, while
either speeding or distracted… and often both.
And when an incident occurs, we know that if we
could have got those displaying these dangerous
behaviours to change their ways, these incidents
would never have happened!
So as we come up to National Road Safety
Week, we must ask ourselves these two simple
questions…
1. “How do we get drivers and riders to slow
down and give our workers the space they
need to be safe?”
And given inattention caused by mobile
phones is increasing at an exponential rate…

2. “How do we also stop them from being
distracted as they drive through a worksite?”
You will be aware that Safer Australian Roads
and Highways (SARAH) started National Road
Safety Week 8 years ago in an attempt to change
attitudes and get each driver and rider committed
to looking after those who are vulnerable on the
road ahead. While we have made some inroads,
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we recognise we still face an enormous task in
generating the necessary commitment so that the
public does the “right thing” by your workers…
your friends… and your loved ones!
One of the things I have learnt in trying to
encourage change, is that statistics mean nothing!
You may be thinking to yourself that’s a pretty
outrageous statement. While it is shocking, it is
also true. Serious injury and fatality data means
nothing to our community because they are not
directly connected to those numbers. They may
agree that it is terrible that 1200 people are killed
and 44,000 are seriously injured each year, and
that someone should do something about it, but
they also believe that they can’t change things, so
it’s not their issue!
What I find to be even worse though, is that
others will justify those numbers saying that
people are always going to be killed because
these are “accidents” or “Acts of God”. They may
even say something like: “Those who are killed, or
suffer serious injuries in crashes are just unlucky”.
But the truth is that these are not accidents… we
know the behaviours and/or road conditions that
cause crashes, and in eliminating or minimising
those causes, we will save lives!
If we want to get change, we need to move
from ‘Head Space’ to ‘Heart Space’
What is needed is a way to create commitment.
We know that telling our stories is far more
powerful than just presenting facts or data,
because making it personal encourages others to
‘walk in our shoes’… So, if we can change hearts,
we can help inspire others to look after those who
are vulnerable on the road ahead!

For instance, speak about those practical real life
challenges all traffic controllers have experienced.
Talk about what it feels like when a vehicle flies
through a workzone … or when a distracted driver
veers off causing a “near hit”! Perhaps you could
encourage a worker or friend who have suffered a
serious injury to speak about their experience and
how their life was changed… And most powerful
of all, if you know a person who has lost a loved
one in a totally avoidable road crash, and if they
are comfortable speaking to others about this,
encourage them to share their story… Let them
share how it could have been different… There is
nothing more moving than this.
At its core National Road Safety is about creating
that heart space, because that’s how we can
generate a real commitment to “Drive So Others
Survive!”. We hope you will join with us and
publicly show your community that you are the
road safety champion we all want to see lead
our communities! So, with this in mind, here are
couple of easy things you can start today:
1. Go to our National Road Safety Week website
and make your personal pledge to “Drive So
Others Survive!” (www.roadsafetyweek.net.au)
then ask your family, friends and staff to do the
same;
2. Get some yellow ribbons and/or yellow ribbon
stickers, put them on your vehicles, and then
start a conversation with your team, friends and
family as to why you have done this;
3. Hold a Toolbox and ask your workers for their
ideas as to ways in which we can tell others
about their close calls. Ask for volunteers to
speak to their kids’ school, or maybe to a
Rotary or Lions Clubs, or other community
organisation… and when they have done
their talks, ask those organisations to support
National Road Safety Week;
4. Get a local icon lit in yellow and tell your local
newspaper what you are doing so they run a
story;
5. Ask everyone you talk to go to the website
and make their pledge to “Drive So Others
Survive!”
In preparation for National Road Safety Week,
we’re asking you to show you’re a Champion
and start this life changing conversation today.
In making a space to tell your story, you will be

encouraging your family, your friends and your
team to tell theirs. Then show your advocacy by
displaying yellow ribbons or yellow ribbon stickers
on your vehicles … It’s our national road safety
symbol and shows that you and your company
have made a public commitment to “Drive as
if your loved ones are on the road ahead”. Let
everyone know that you and your team have
placed road safety at the heart of everything you
do!
In the lead up to National Road Safety Week,
make sure you share your road safety actions,
activities and images with the TMAA and
SARAH… show us what you are doing to save
lives and prevent serious injuries… Show us you
are ensuring that everyone gets home safe to
their loved one, Everyday… No Exceptions! Then
email your story and pictures to info@sarahgroup.
org and let’s share your great work!
So what will you do for 2020 Yellow Ribbon
National Road Safety Week?
		

SARAH
		

Peter Frazer,
President SARAH

Note: We are always grateful for the support
of our road safety initiatives, especially Yellow
Ribbon National Road Safety Week.
For those who wish to help Safer Australian
Roads and Highways (SARAH) continue our
advocacy work, you can obtain official SARAH
merchandise by going to our website
www.sarahgroup.org/get-involved.

Image courtesy of Richard So

So how do we start this conversation … how do
we help others experience a ‘Change of Heart’?

Sydney Harbour Bridge lit in yellow for for National Road Safety Week

SARAH

We know that telling our stories is far more powerful
than just presenting facts or data, because making it
personal encourages others to ‘walk in our shoes’
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TMAA SA CHAIR’S REPORT

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
DI VI S I O N

STUART NOBLE

Well the buzz word around South Australia at the moment
is Apprenticeships.
CCF Rebecca Pickering is the Director for Apprenticeships,
Group Training and Industry Employment. Rebecca is
looking forward to working with TMAA SA to support
Apprenticeship Pathways into the Traffic Management
Industry. Some South Australian Traffic Companies have
already jumped on board and already have apprentices
out on the Road. I encourage you to get in contact with
Rebecca if you require more information about hosting an
apprentice.
Rebecca Pickering
T: 08 8111 8028
M: 0417 767 688
E: rpickering@ccfsa.com.au
TMAA SA welcomes the appointment of the Hon. Corey
Wingard to the Infrastructure and Transport Portfolios.

We will work side by side with our other industry partners
and the Government to improve safety for all road users,
improved procurement practices and performance from
the Department and improved roads and infrastructure for
this and future generations of South Australians.
Unfortunately our New Transport Minister Corey Wingard
was unable to make the TMAASA & CCFSA Breakfast in
August, a JV with CCFSA. Our thanks to Melissa Ekberg
from CCFSA for working with us.
In his Place Hon. David Pisoni (former Shadow Minister
for Transport) delivered a speech with a focus on how a
strong Training System is key to our economic success.
We again congratulate Corey on his appointment and look
forward to his contribution as Minister.
Stuart Noble
TMAA SA Chair

Minister Wingard has actively engaged with TMAA as a
Shadow Minister, and we are committed to enhancing
a working relationship with him across these important
portfolios.
Improving our road networks has been a focus for
successive Governments and we acknowledge the effort
in planning additional work by the Marshall Liberal
Government.
Planning activities is one thing, delivering is another. We
hope Minister Wingard is able to bring many of these
aspirational projects to fruition for the benefit of South
Australian road users.
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The Civil Contractors Federation (SA) and
Traffic Management Association of Australia
(SA) Industry Breakfast
On 11 August The Civil Contractors Federation (SA), in
parnership with the Traffic Management Association
of Australia (SA) held an Industry Breakfast at Jarmer’s
Kitchen in Bowden, with the Hon. David Pisoni MP as the
guest speaker.
With recent COVID restrictions being eased in SA, it
was evident that the industry was missing face to face
interactions, with the event selling out in record time.
Members took the opportunity to catch up with each
other over an espresso, while maintaining social distancing
requirements, before taking their seats to hear from the
breakfast partner, North East Isuzu.
The Minister for the Department of Innovation and Skills,
informed members of both Associations of the importance
of training for the future.
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South Australia has seen a large increase in new
apprentices in the construction industry compared to
other states recently, which is a sign of a sustainable future
for the sector. The SA Government has an estimated term
spend of $12.9b in infrastructure, and along with private
investment, the need for a skilled workforce to complete
the pipeline of works is a top priority for everyone.
Unfortunately due to COVID restrictions, TMAA EO,
Louise van Ristell, was unable to attend the briefing as
originally planned, but was well represented by her SA
counterparts, with State Chair Stuart Noble, and National
Board Member Andrew White in attendance.
We love collaborating with our industry partners, and
look forward to more CCF SA and TMAA SA events in the
future.
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CASE STUDY 1:

INNOVATIVE WORK ZONE
PAVEMENT MARKINGS AND
TRAFFIC CONTROL APPLICATIONS
ATSSA launches case studies on
work zone safety solutions
Series includes six parts to be
released at 2021 Convention
The American Traffic Safety
Services Association (ATSSA) has
collaborated with roadway safety
infrastructure industry professionals
across the U.S. to produce six
new case studies this year. In this
edition, we address the first one:
“Innovative Work Zone Pavement
Markings and Traffic Control
Applications.”
Summaries of the case studies
will be released throughout the
year. The full case studies will be
combined into one case study
booklet and officially released at
ATSSA’s 51st Annual Convention &
Traffic Expo scheduled for Jan. 29 Feb. 2 in San Diego.
Case study booklets are a benefit of
ATSSA membership and available
for digital download at ATSSA.com/
Case-Studies. Hard copies are also
available for purchase on the ATSSA
website. Booklets are available to
non-members for a nominal fee and
to members at discounted prices.
ATSSA’s core purpose is to advance
roadway safety with a primary focus
of moving Toward Zero Deaths.
It was incorporated in 1970 as an
international trade association. It is
a member partnership comprised
of approximately 1,500 companies
representing more than 11,000
industry professionals worldwide in
the sign manufacturing, pavement
marking, guardrail and barrier,
traffic services, and traffic signals
technical divisions.

Promoting safe driving behavior in work zones is an ongoing challenge for many
departments of transportation (DOTs). Finding ways to help drivers clearly see
temporary traffic pattern markings and know what to expect by making work
zone traffic patterns consistent can help reduce crashes and injuries, as research
in three states has found.
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) sought a way to ensure
drivers could clearly see temporary changes in lane alignment.
After researching the use of orange paint in work zones in Canada, WisDOT
obtained Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) approval to conduct an
18-month experiment using orange paint within the work zone.
Public perception was so positive that FHWA eventually extended the
experimental period for two years. Costs were higher for orange paint, but
WisDOT concluded there was enough increase in overall safety to justify use.
Video evidence showed drivers maintained their lanes better, and WisDOT
received 95 percent fewer complaints regarding markings during the test
period.
Additional test runs for the orange temporary pavement markings are in the
works in California, Kentucky, and Texas. The orange markings could have future
benefits for connected and automated vehicles, which could easily recognize a
lane shift by picking up the distinct color.
Michigan’s Department of Transportation (MDOT) took another approach to
improving visibility of temporary lane markings, developing “Lead and Lag
Tails” at the start and end of traffic pattern changes.
These are solid white, 6-inch-wide lane markings placed prior to a lane shift and
where normal traffic patterns resume. MDOT also introduced a more durable
temporary tape for markings, which takes one-fourth of the time to remove,
reducing the amount of time workers spend on the roadway.
Maintaining consistent driver expectations was shown to increase safety and
reduce crashes at merge points in Arkansas work zones. “The Arkansas Shift”
is a standardized merging traffic control pattern deployed by the Arkansas
Department of Transportation (ArDOT) on all projects across the state that
require freeway lane closures. In this lane weave pattern, drivers always merge
from right to left. Even when the left lane is closed, traffic is first brought to the
left, then directed back to the right farther downstream.

For information on membership,
atssa.com/Member-Center/
Become-a-Member
2015 WISN-TV, Milwaukee, Zoo interchange orange markings Nov 2015
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Madison Technologies has created the next generation portable
traffic signal system, giving a great user experience that’s built to last.
9 Designed and manufactured in Australia
9 Lightweight Hand Remote Controller
with backlit low power LCD display
9 Approved target board and highly stable
tripod that’s adjustable to suit any terrain
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9 Hot-swappable lithium LiFePO4 batteries
for continuous, disruption-free operation
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9 Portable lightweight design for easy set-up
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Connect with confidence.
Madison Technologies has created the next generation light-weight portable traffic signal system
as a safer alternative to STOP/SLOW signs. More visible temporary traffic control means protection
for workers and road users. The design is robust and easy to use. The Portable Traffic Light (PTL) is
approved for use in Queensland and Western Australia, with more states and territories to come. The
PTL has a dedicated sales and support team, please contact us for technical questions or training.

Sales Enquiries 1800 72 79 79

www.madison.tech
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CASE STUDY 2:

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS IN WORK ZONES

IOWA DOT Arrow marker boards – January 26, 2020

Technological innovations continue to improve work
zone safety. The “smart work zone” offers potential
safety benefits to motorists, flaggers, and workers, as
an increasing array of devices can provide real-time
information to promote safer driver behavior.
The Iowa Department of Transportation’s Smart Work Zone
Expansion Group developed a requirement for the use of
smart arrow boards on all interstate projects beginning with
the October 2020 contract letting season.
Smart arrow boards are equipped with a cellular modem
and GPS antenna. They capture data on the starting point
of work zone lane closures. Navigation apps can use this
information to warn drivers of upcoming lane closures in
real time.

The DAD is a portable, trailer-mounted traffic signal head
that can be placed at driveway entrances to one-lane
work zones. It is meant to supplement other traffic control
devices and flaggers within the work zone and can help
motorists safely enter the work zone through the display
of traffic signals. Since it started piloting the DAD in 2015,
MDOT has gotten the per-unit price down to $1,950. MDOT
determined that the DAD is most appropriate for lowvolume driveways.

OTHER INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES EXPLORED
INCLUDE:
• Automated Flagger Assistance Devices (AFAD), which
allow properly trained flaggers to control traffic from a
safe location off the shoulder of the roadway.

To ease the integration of these smart arrow boards, all
of Iowa’s smart work zone device information is routed
through central traffic management software. Iowa DOT
requires all rented work zone devices to be configured to
communicate with their existing software.

• Worksite Access Systems, which use sensors to trigger
flashing lights that alert motorists of trucks entering the
traffic space from the workspace, reducing close calls
and improving awareness of the speed variance between
motorists and trucks entering traffic.

To improve traffic management at driveway entry
locations on two-way roads, the Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) deployed the Driveway Assistance
Device (DAD).

• Smart Work Zone Sensors, which can provide real-time
data on the location of work zones, the location of
devices, maintenance needs, and other information.

Smart arrow boards are equipped with a cellular modem and GPS antenna. They
capture data on the starting point of work zone lane closures. Navigation apps
can use this information to warn drivers of upcoming lane closures in real time.
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Superior Performance

Ingal Civil Products are now able to offer
an end-to-end truck-build service
Truck build includes all national & state TMA code of practice requirements

• Automatic Impact Brakes
• Driver 4-point harness & seat support
• Full colour LED VMS board
• C-class LED Arrow board with hydraulic
raise/lower mechanism
• Optional forward facing LED arrow board
for double-sided applications
• Two 5-watt UHF radios
• Integrated control panel
• 15,000kg GVM minimum single-cab truck
• Fully automatic transmission
• Custom tray bodies available
• Custom signage or graphics packages

Demonstrator Truck Available!

Contact your local Ingal Civil Products branch to arrange a demonstration

www.ingalcivil.com.au
sales@ingalcivil.com.au

Sydney
Brisbane
Melbourne
Wagga

(02) 9827 3333
(07) 3489 9125
(03) 9358 4100
0427 779 588

Perth
Adelaide
Newcastle

(08) 9452 9111
(08) 8169 2300
0400 235 883

greaterauckland.org.nz/2020/06/03/

Safe Speeds Programme
Many of you will be aware of the Safe Speeds programme
which is about bringing down the high rate of deaths and
serious injuries on our roads.
More information can be found here: at.govt.nz/projectsroadworks/vision-zero-for-the-greater-good/safe-speedsprogramme/. Pages linked to this include a map and
schedule of roads and their new speeds.
One of the measures being undertaken by Auckland
Transport is the implementation of the Speed Limits Bylaw,
which will be enforce new reduced (safer) permanent speed
limits (PSLs) on many roads in Auckland.
There are areas where the TTM for work on roads where
the PSL is changing will be impacted:
1. TMPs / TTM with a TSL (for example, this may result in no
need for a TSL, reduced area of impact and a change in
the end of worksite speed restoration)

You are reminded that it is important that TMPs are
applicable to the conditions and what is required to be
installed. All worksites on or after 30thJune must be based
on using the new PSL. Worksites as described in #1 above
must be correct as of 30th June 2020.
If work is currently underway that may be affected by the
changed PSLs, it is suggested that the parties have a TMP
in place for the new PSL in addition to the TMP for current
PSLs.
We also highly recommend that you include the above in
your delivery toolboxes / briefings so that STMS’ are fully
aware of the speed changes before they turn up to site.
They should of course also have the relevant applicable
TMP.
MobileRoad data will be updated once the RAMM
database is updated with the new permanent speeds. We
expect this will happen early in July 2020.

2. TMPs / TTM without a TSL (for example reduced area
of impact due to reduced spacing at lower permanent
speeds)
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HIGHWAYGUARD
THE WORLD’S SAFEST TEMPORARY ROAD BARRIER

MASH 16 TL- 3 & TL- 4 • NARROW PROFILE • QUICK INSTALLATION • APPROVED & ACCEPTED
RPM Hire’s HighwayGuard is no ordinary barrier. Offering an innovative deployment
design and technological advancements, RPM Hire’s HighwayGuard barrier brings an
unrivalled level of protection for workers and motorists. With MASH TL-4 rating, the
highest rating available for temporary road barriers, it is the world’s safest temporary
road barrier. “The HighwayGuard is a Game Changer in the steel barriers equipment space” –
Ashley Woodcock.
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Driver Safety at Roadworks
Anna Read & Dr Darren Wishart
Griffith University, Work and Organisational Resilience Centre

Introduction

The Impact On Our Road Workers

Road construction, either for the purposes of building new roads
or maintaining existing roads is essential for Australia’s transport
infrastructure. However, roadworks create risks for both the road
workers as well as the public. Road workers are at risk of physical
injury. While current data relating specifically to construction
industry road workers is not available historical information
suggests that each year around 100 traffic controllers are injured
and require medical treatment or time off work, and tragically
at least one is killed1. Road workers are at risk of physical injuries,
but their roles also pose a psychological risk. A large number of
workers have reported driver aggression and being subjected to
verbal abuse, objects being thrown at them and being threatened
by drivers2.

100
1

roadworkers are injured every year
killed each year

Incur physical and psychological injuries

There are extensive traffic management regulations, policies
and procedures aimed at ensuring the safety of road users,
traffic control and road work personnel in construction zones.
While there is a lack of detailed and accurate records of all
incidents, studies have shown that crash rates increase in
locations when roadworks are occurring3.

Subject to verbal abuse,
threats and objects thrown

“As I was picking up
my signs, I had a bottle
thrown at me smashing
at my feet.”
“...a truck decided he was going
to go through the cones...
Abused the Traffic Controller...
went through the work lane
dragging a cone with him.”

“Two employees were
standing behind a machine
and a person in a car egged
both of them.”

Driver Safety at Roadworks
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The presence of construction workers and roadworks means that
road conditions are altered. Changes in road conditions can result
in drivers being required to merge lanes, reduce speed, queue or
change direction.

A number of factors can lead to unsafe driver behaviours.
Understanding what influences driver behaviours can support
interventions that reduce dangerous driver behaviours.

Desensitisation to Signage

Inattention Blindness

• Have you ever driven home and not remembered
the journey?

• Drivers who are giving their attention to another task
can fail to notice things right in front of them 7

• Repeated exposure to a particular route can lead to
drivers experiencing “driving without awareness” 4

• Using a mobile phone while driving (even hands free)
can lead to poorer driving than being legally drunk 8

• Desensitised drivers can be less likely to recognise when
a sign changes 5

• Experienced drivers are less likely to see signs if they
are in unusual locations as this does not fit with their
expectations 9,10

• Drivers can fail to see speed changes and instead
determine speed based on what they expect it to be 6

Perceptions of Safety

Conforming With Other Drivers

• Drivers have reported making their own assessment of
safety at roadworks

• People are influenced by the behaviours of others and
conform by changing their behaviours to “fit in” or “go
along” with the people around them 14

• Drivers assume that speed reductions and safety
precautions do not apply when construction crews and
machinery are not visible 11
• Studies suggests around 30% of drivers ignore speed
limits and determine their own safe speed 12,13

• Drivers who perceive other drivers are speeding are
more likely to also drive faster 15
• Drivers who have a vehicle on their tail can feel as
though the other driver is telling them to “hurry up” 16
• Younger drivers can be influenced by their peers
to engage in unsafe behaviours such as texting and
speeding 17,18

These factors can cause drivers to...
...drive the wrong way.
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...fail to stop.

...block late mergers.

...disobey speed limits.

Driver Safety at Roadworks
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Why do incidents occur?
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Measures to Improve Safety

Peer & Parental Influence

Education

• Encouraging peers to speak up and call each other out
about unsafe driving 20

• Continuing to educate road users on roadworks signage
meaning

• Promoting of parental involvement in learning to drive
and their powerful influence through modelling positive
driving behaviours 21, 16

• Education on road conditions and why road users must
change their speed and other behaviours at roadworks 19

Perceptual Countermeasures

Enforcement

• Perceptual lane-width reductions influence drivers’
perception or feeling of speed

• Enforcement, including speed cameras and police
presence remains effective 23

• Changing conditions, such as through cones that
require drivers to move through a narrowed passage can
reduce speeds 22

• Even the presence of a police vehicle, with a police
officer or onsite enforcement can have a notable effect 24
While enforcement is effective, measures that
encourage drivers to intentionally perform safe
behaviours are more likely to have a long-term
preventative impact.

Preventing Unsafe Behaviours
Organisations play an important role by:

Traffic Management

• building a culture of safe driver behaviours with their
employees
• designing roadworks to support safe driver behaviours
• providing information to decision makers to support
the prevention of unsafe behaviours

"get a uniform approach, get the
data together and start to understand
the problem"
– Russell McAdam, Altus Traffic

Reporting
Organisations in the traffic management industry have
the power to influence government and other agencies
to implement safety initiatives that will protect their
employees on the road. Accurate and detailed reporting
of all safety incidents at roadworks will provide the
foundation for developing effective safety initiatives.

“short-term pain for the long-term gain”
– Anthony Simmons, Trafficca Road
Services Pty Ltd

• Working with other road maintenance organisations to
do a range of improvements at once and get more bang
for your buck
• Avoiding global minimum requirements that result in
unnecessary speed reductions
• Not applying blanket speed reductions at work sites
where variable speeds will allow traffic to slow and
reduce driver frustration
• Designing roadworks to control speeds through the
positioning of cones
• Using speed notification devices to draw driver’s
attention to their speed
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Safety Initiatives
There are several different strategies that can be used to improve
driver safety at road works.

Education

Journey Planning

• Toolbox talks on safe driving at non-operational
roadworks

• Scheduling work to allow enough time for the driver’s
journey, including rest breaks

• Factsheets on how parents can educate and model
safe driver behaviours

• Utilising apps, website or phonelines to obtain road
conditions reports to plan journeys that avoid roadworks.
Most state departments offer these services

• Posters displaying roadwork signage and explaining
when they are used, why they are used and what they
mean

• Allowing additional time for journeys when roadworks
are unavoidable

• Videos on driver distraction and speeding available at
Queensland Government – StreetSmarts

Fleet Vehicle Safety Features

Humanising Roadworkers

• Technology that provides accurate speed information
and alerts

• Factsheets on how parents can protect other parents
by modelling safe driver behaviours to their children

• Tracking systems that can monitor speed and make
drivers aware of the monitoring system

• Humanising the role of roadworkers and the danger
drivers can pose to them – physically and psychologically

• Installing phone cradles or Bluetooth to ensure that if
phones are used it is as safe as possible

• What would be an accepted number of deaths on the
road? ‘Towards Zero’

Build a Safety Culture

Policies

• Include driver safety in regular safety talks. Openly
discussing situations when unsafe behaviours
have occurred, what were or could have been the
consequences, and what the driver could have done
differently

• Develop a Road Safety Policy adapted to suit your
organisation

• Rewarding responsible drivers

• Encourage drivers not to use their phone at all while
driving
• Persuade all workers not to call someone when they
know the person is driving – and to end the call if they
become aware the person is driving

Initiatives can be effective, however behavioural change
is a process, not an event.

Prevention is better than intervention.
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DATE CLAIMER

TRAFFIC CONTROLLER

~ of the year ~

Proudly sponsored by Kennards Hire

3 & 4 JUNE 2021
TMAA CONFERENCE
&
GALA AWARDS DINNER
Includes award presentations for Traffic Controller of the Year proudly
sponsored by Kennards Hire
and the Traffic Management Innovation Award

Proud sponsor of Gala Dinner
pre drinks & canapes

pre dinner drinks & canapes proudly sponsored by A1 Roadlines

MELBOURNE

TMAA CONFERENCE 2021

When you’re driving through roadworks, it’s important to know the signs.
This sign lets you know that there may be a traffic controller with a stop/slow bat on or near the
road ahead and it usually comes after a reduce speed or roadworker warning sign. You must
always follow the directions of the traffic controller, for your safety and that of the workers.
Remember, when you see the cones, make sure you obey the zones.
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•AIR
•AIR •POWER
•POWER •FUELS
•FUELS •TRAFFIC
•TRAFFIC •EVENTS
•EVENTS •SERVICE
•SERVICE

For
For All
All Your
Your Equipment
Equipment Needs!
Needs!

With over 25 years of experience supplying to the Traffic Management
With over 25 years of experience supplying to the Traffic Management
Industry and a 24/7 response time. You can rest easy knowing
Industry and a 24/7 response time. You can rest easy knowing
that our commitment is something you can count on!
that our commitment is something you can count on!

•NSW
•NSW

•QLD
•QLD

•VIC
•VIC

•ACT
•ACT

•SA
•SA
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STATE OF THE CONNECTED NATION

TTF REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
RANGE
4.WiderTHE
Government
Initiatives
OF BENEFITS CONNECTED VEHICLES
DELIVER TO TRAVELLERS

The background for this work is the Government’s Industrial Strategy. A key part of it
is the movement of the people and goods industry needs to aid Gross Domestic
Product and improve local productivity. For example, reducing the costs of delivery
and regularity of supply to support just in time operations.

T

he latest Transport Technology Forum report into
the value of connected vehicles is highlighting how
technology boosts productivity, increases safety, helps
revitalise high streets and reduces real-world costs.
The State of the Connected Nation report summarises
a range of Department for Transport funded C-ITS Pilot
Projects which have already delivered benefits. These
include smarter parking, using new data to address
road maintenance, better ways to set traffic signals to
reduce emissions and congestion, and providing better
information and intelligence.
The projects took place across a wide range of local
highway authorities, examining the use of emerging
technologies and making use of public and private data.
Projects addressed areas such as smart parking, asset
management, opening up of data and signal phase
and timing with the aim of trialling new solutions to the
challenges faced by local authorities.
The report details a range of benefits such as cutting
emissions and particulates by using technology to reduce
stops at traffic signals by 14 per cent, improving the
efficiency of traffic signal timings to cut delays by up to 30
per cent and using connected vehicles to measure road
quality, leading to a five per cent cut in maintenance costs.
It also shows how smart parking solutions have improved
the attractiveness of travelling to town centres while
reducing congestion caused by people looking for a
space, and how a national dataset has helped respond to
the Covid-19 crisis.
“The question that most often springs to my mind when
someone is singing the praises of some clever new
technology is ‘so what?’,” writes TTF Chair Steve Gooding
in his Foreword, “In what way, precisely, is this new
invention going to help make the world a better place,
are you sure it really works, and could anyone actually
afford it? Happily, this report sets out to answer all of
those questions… these are not the sort of multi-million-

The tend
Future ofto
Mobility
pound projects that
grabGrand
theChallenge
headlines, rather
they
demonstrate
that
more
modest
budgets
can deliver
The Future of Mobility Grand Challenge was established in 2017 to make the UK a
practical options for tackling real-world issues – including
world leader in the way people, goods and services move now and in the future. For
the ever-present challenge of cutting the cost of asset
many years advances in transport services have been incremental and predictable
management.”

with fixed infrastructure, a legacy regulatory framework and lack of access to data

The report also highlights challenges that still exist, such
as siloed data and a lack of resources and skills in local
Following on from that challenge, the Government published the Future of Mobility
authorities faced with increasing pressures on the “day
Urbanjob”.
Strategy
which set the
principles:
It identifies
thefollowing
need for
“seamless services between
authorities
across
one
nation
[that]
must
capture and
more
“In facilitating innovation in urban mobility for freight,
passengers
services, the
information
on
benefits
to
inform
wider
investment
Government’s approach will be underpinned as far as possible by thein
following
future mobility” and proposes next steps that include
principles:
moving from paper-based to digital traffic regulations,
opening up data in many more towns and cities, and
15
making the whole roads maintenance chain able to exploit
data from vehicles.
creating high barriers to entry for suppliers and a lack of services for authorities.

You can read the document at www.ttf.uk.net/publications
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Traffic Engineering Australia offer practical and effective solutions to all traffic management needs.
TrafficTraffic
Engineering
Australia
offer practical
and effective
solutions
to all traffic
management
needs.needs.
Engineering
Australia
offer practical
and effective
solutions
to all traffic
management
Qualified & actively designing in Queensland, NSW and Victoria.
Qualified
& actively
designing
in Queensland,
NSW and
Qualified
& actively
designing
in Queensland,
NSWVictoria.
and Victoria.
Focusing on innovation, efficiency and safety.
Focusing
on innovation,
efficiency
and safety.
Focusing
on innovation,
efficiency
and safety.
Services we provide:
Services
we provide:
Services
we provide:
• Engineering Services (RPEQ-QLD)
• Engineering
Services
(RPEQ-QLD)
• Engineering
Services
(RPEQ-QLD)
• Traffic
impact assessment
• Traffic
impact
assessment
• report
Traffic &
impact
• Sidra
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counts
• Sidra
report
&
traffic
countscounts
•
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report
&
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• Turn path analysis & design
• Turn
analysis
& design
• path
Turn
analysis
& design
• Traffic
Planpath
design
(TGS-TCP)
• Traffic
Plan
design
(TGS-TCP)
• Traffic
Plan design
• Traffic
Management
Plan(TGS-TCP)
development (TMP)
• Traffic
Management
Plan
development
(TMP)
•
Traffic
Management
Plan development
• Road Occupancy Permit/License
application &(TMP)
maintenance
• Road
Occupancy
Permit/License
application
& maintenance
•
Road
Occupancy
Permit/License
application
& maintenance
• Road-Safety & Site Auditing
• Road-Safety
&
Site
Auditing
• Road-Safety & Site Auditing
A complete service for all your traffic management requirements for both short term and long-term
A complete
serviceservice
for allfor
your
management
requirements
for both
A complete
alltraffic
your traffic
management
requirements
forshort
both term
short and
termlong-term
and long-term
projects.
projects.
projects.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
ADDITIONAL
SERVICES:
ADDITIONAL
SERVICES:
• Traffic controller management and supply
• Traffic
controller
management
and supply
• Traffic
management
and
supply
• Traffic
controlcontroller
accreditation
training &
white
cards
• Traffic
control
accreditation
training
&
white
cards cards
•
Traffic
control
accreditation
training
&
white
• Permanent and long-term signage installation
• Permanent
and long-term
signage
installation
• marking
Permanent
and long-term
signage
installation
• Line
implementation
• Line
marking
implementation
• Line marking implementation

www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au
www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au
www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au

We are proud to support
all members of TMAA
LDC equipment is proud to be a member of HRIA. We
are fully 100%Australian owned and operated and we
believe in supporting other locally owned Australian
businesses within our supply chain.
Our director founded our company with the vision
of helping traffic management and civil construction
companies create safer worksite environments for their
staff and general public.

WORLD LEADERS IN TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT

Every year in Australia dozens of traffic controllers get injured
and, in some cases, people lose their lives while directing
traffic as some motorists get distracted and collisions occur.
Traditionally traffic controllers had to rely on traffic wands or
stop slow batons to control traffic, these products work but
they pose a collision risk as operators have to stand in the
middle of the road to operate them.

Due to the high numbers of injuries and deaths TMR has
introduced new legislation that prohibits the use of batons to
control traffic on roads with a speed limit of 80KMPH and over
due to the high numbers of incidents and fatalities occurring.
LDC Equipment fully supports this legislation as this falls in line
with our philosophy of using the latest technology to create
products that reduce hazards and increase operator safety.

PORTABLE TRAFFIC LIGHTS
INCREASE SAFETY

Our Portable Traffic Lights can be operated remotely from
up to 1km away direct line of sight, this truly means traffic
controllers can operate them from a safe distance.
Two sets of Traffic Lights can be operated by one traffic
controller remotely reducing staffing costs and increasing
efficiency.
Our Portable Traffic Lights are TMR approved and have
been used and tested on countless worksites across
Australia since we launched them, they can operate up
to 15 hours on a single charge with an option to extend
operational use to 30 hours on a single charge.
All of our products are designed and produced right
here in Australia in our Gold Coast factory, we employ a
dozen engineers and trades people and always endeavor
to source our product components from local Australian
suppliers.
We highly believe in supporting our local economy and
employing local Australian workers.
When you buy LDC Equipment products you are
supporting Australian manufacturing and supporting local
jobs.
All of our products are designed and produced right
here in Australia in our Gold Coast factory, we employ a
large team of engineers and trades people who always
endeavor to source our products components from local
Australian suppliers.
We highly believe in supporting our local economy and
employing local Australian workers.

Head Office (07) 5529 1188 | WA Office (08) 9467 4481 | VIC Office (03) 9005 7180
Email admin@ldcequipment.com.au | 27 Harrington St, Arundel, QLD, 4214
Facebook.com/ldcequipment |

Linkedin.com/company/ldc-equipment

eSTOPTM - Portable Traffic Light Solution

eSTOPTM has saved 2 lives in 2018 and protected
numerous road workers from injuries, burning heat,
abuse and fatigue.
Deploying the solution makes Australian roads safer and
ensures workers return every day safely to their family
and friends..
Traffic Controllers have long been recognised as having to
carry out their duties in a challenging and high-risk
environment. Working in live-traffic exposes workers to the
most obvious hazards like being hit by passing traffic,
mobile plants and machinery. In addition, they were prone
to sun exposure, dehydration, respiratory problems and
injuries from projectiles.
Addressing those daily safety hazards - Australian
Manufacturer and Safety Solution Provider Arrow
Emergency Systems (ArrowES) has developed Australia’s
first Type 1 approved and field tested portable traffic light
solution – the eSTOP.
The eSTOP has been introduced to Queensland in 2016 and
since has been deployed across Australia. With this
technology any organization and company along the value
chain of infrastructure development, regional- and local
government, maintenance and traffic control has the ability
and responsibility to improve workers’ safety and working
conditions, by keeping traffic controllers out of live traffic.

ArrowES’
eSTOP

eSTOPTM enables Traffic Controllers to
work outside live-traffic.
It is our joint responsibility to deploy
available technology and solutions to
keep our workers, sub-contractors
and business partners safe!
Trials of the system were conducted in partnership
with Downer and these trials demonstrated a 93%
reduction in the number of near misses on
roadwork sites when comparing eSTOP to the
traditional Stop/Slow baton.
Actual feedback from Traffic Controllers have been
overwhelmingly positive:
 “Feels safe as no longer standing in the line of fire”
 “The eSTOP can be seen from a long distance by
approaching motorists - great visibility”
 “We’ve not had to jump out of the way of motorists,
they (motorists) don’t miss the eSTOP”

Controlling Traffic from Safe Grounds with eSTOPTM

 “When it’s foggy or overcast they (motorists) can’t
see us. They don’t miss the eSTOP”

Contact ArrowES for more information about standalone and mounted options, sizing, add-on’s
and pricing via sales@arrowes.com.au or (07) 3881 3302 at 17 Bailey Ct, Brendale QLD

STATE/TERRITORY SUPPLIERS-ASSOCIATES

RPM

LDC

HIRE

EQUIPMENT

Samson Hire continues to be a leading hire specialist for Roadworks and Traffic
Management equipment in Melbourne and surrounding regions

Samson Hire has been in operation since 2000.
We have the widest range of variable message signs available in
Melbourne and with our friendly, reliable customer service, we strive to
continuing being the best in the industry.
We provide our valuable customers with the following equipment:

Proud Member Of:

Variable Message Signs
Arrow Boards
Traffic Lights
Phone: 1800 77 88 99
Planning Australia's Roads
Light Towers
info@samsonhire.com.au
www.samsonhire.com.au
Speed Radars
LARGEST STOCK OF VMS AVAILABLE | 24/7 CUSTOMER SUPPORT
1300
ROADPLANS
REMOTE
ACCESS | OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
www.trafficengineeringaustralia.com.au
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Brought to you by the
Australian Government’s Office of Road Safety.
To subscribe to TMAA Detours Magazine visit www.tmaa.asn.au and click subscribe.
TMAA Australia
Phone: 1300 798772 | Email: tmaa@tmaa.asn.au | Web: www.tmaa.asn.au
Post: PO Box 474 ALBION DC QLD 4010
NATIONAL
SUPPLIERS

Australia’s leading manufacturer of Traffic Signs & Workzone Safety Products

How can we help?

